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1 Introduction 

Birch (Betula spp.) is an abundant genus of angiosperm broadleaved trees and 
shrubs. The two main species of birch for wood production in Sweden are silver 
birch (B. pendula) and downy birch (B. pubescens), and both tree species have 
diffuse-porous wood. They account for about 12% of the standing forest volume 
(SLU, 2019), although most of this is in coniferous forest stands (Drössler, 
2010; Götmark, Fridman, Kempe, & Norden, 2005). Swedish birch is often 
perceived as being of low economic value, and it is largely used for pulp, fuel 
and firewood (Woxblom & Nylinder, 2010). The two species of birch are 
commonly treated as a single species (SLU, 2019) and are less intensively 
managed than the plantation conifers. Modern forest management activities 
could improve the quality or add value through further domestic processing, and 
therefore increase the monetary value of Swedish birch. 

Breeding and silviculture (forest management) aim to influence the 
properties of a tree or stand to achieve the given objectives, and could improve 
the quality of birch in Sweden. The choice of which genetic material to use 
could arguably be considered a silvicultural choice, yet the activities involved 
are rather different. Silvicultural activities represent a recurring cost, while 
breeding activities have a larger initial investment. Sweden has been selecting 
and crossing superior silver birches to create elite birch populations since the 
late 1980’s (Rosvall, 2011). Most of the breeding work for birch has focussed 
on survival, volume, branches, stem straightness, and reduced susceptibility to 
disease and pests (G. Eriksson, 2011). Finland has been breeding birch 
continuously since the 1960’s; often credited to a sustained commercial interest 
in birch during the 20th century through a vibrant veneer industry (Heräjärvi, 
2002; Luostarinen & Verkasalo, 2000). Sweden is catching up however, with 
an expected increased volume growth of 5-20%, compared with unimproved 
birch over an entire rotation (Jansson, Hansen, Haapanen, Kvaalen, & 
Steffenrem, 2017). 

Forest management decisions can include the level of stocking (Mäkinen, 
2002; Niemistö, 1995), pruning (Niemistö, Kilpeläinen, & Heräjärvi, 2019; 
Schatz, Heräjärvi, Kannisto, & Rantatalo, 2008; Stener, Rytter, & Jansson, 
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2017), and thinning (Skovsgaard et al., 2021; Zalitis & Zalitis, 2007). The 
results of different management trials have even been compiled into practical 
silvicultural guides to help forest managers produce high-value birch logs 
(Cameron, 1996; Hynynen et al., 2010). Research is ongoing, as there can be 
large differences in species’ responses to different treatments depending on site 
conditions and underlying genetic factors. Indeed, many of these early results 
are site and population specific due to a lack of tests and trials across a range of 
growing conditions.  

1.1 Improving the value of birch 
In Finland, birch has been used for veneers and prized for its solid wood 
properties (Luostarinen & Verkasalo, 2000); however, there are only a few large 
local manufacturers who use Swedish birch (J. Johansson, 2008). Therefore, 
Swedish birch is generally sold ungraded for low value uses, with one key 
exception: when there is a figured grain (Kärkkäinen, Viherä-Aarnio, Vakkari, 
Hagqvist, & Nieminen, 2017). As well as flame grained birch, there is a 
desirable defect in “Masurbjörk”, curly birch (B. pendula var. carelica), or 
“Karelian birch” (Novitskaya, 1998). The overall domestic demand for birch 
has abruptly increased due to a recent building boom and a general increase in 
the demand for raw materials (Lepikko, 2020). Although this may encourage 
further investment in birch, it is worth noting that birch rotation lengths can 
exceed 40 years, so there is a lag between planting and harvesting. 

Swedish wood processors could ideally increase the volume of domestic 
birch wood used for sawn wood, instead of the current low-value uses like 
fuelwood or pulp (Woxblom & Nylinder, 2010). Where options like importing 
logs or increasing harvest volumes are excluded, it is possible to improve 
resource use efficiency and allocation to increase the available volume of input 
material. The number of log grades can increase (Heräjärvi & Verkasalo, 2002) 
since a range of lengths and sizes will reduce the amount of wood rejected 
(Kilpeläinen, Lindblad, Heräjärvi, & Verkasalo, 2011). Smaller-dimensioned 
lumber can also be used for engineered wood products (EWPs), especially stem 
tops or birch from early thinnings (Heräjärvi, Jouhiaho, Tammiruusu, & 
Verkasalo, 2004) that may otherwise be left on site. More log grades and using 
smaller logs will increase the end volume of solid wood products; although the 
residues may otherwise be used for firewood, energy, or pulp production 
(Egnell, 2016; Tahvanainen et al., 2008).  

Swedish birch properties will determine the suitability of this material for use 
in higher-value applications, like EWPs and sawn wood, however log size 
remains important (Luostarinen & Verkasalo, 2000). Thinning is an opportunity 
to improve the growth of retained birch stems by reducing stand competition 
(Cameron, Dunham, & Petty, 1995; Skovsgaard et al., 2021) and can provide 
logs before the end of the rotation. Removing a larger number of stems would 
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increase the volume of wood immediately available, however it would also 
reduce the stand volume growth and increase the stand’s susceptibility to wind 

damage (Skovsgaard et al., 2021). Fertilizer would not have an immediate effect 
on available wood volumes but can increase volume growth in existing stands 
(Fahlvik et al., 2021). Planting improved genetic material, which also results in 
increased early growth (Liziniewicz et al., 2022), could similarly increase wood 
volumes from early thinnings (Gailis et al., 2020) but would take even longer. 
Furthermore, without receiving a premium for high value birch logs, the cost of 
management may outweigh any benefits. 

The best opportunities for increasing the use of birch for solid wood 
production are therefore as follows: 

1) Providing processors with information about the properties, volume, and 
distribution of Swedish birch. 

2) Clear (national) log grades and prices to improve allocation. 
3) Better knowledge about the material properties (Dubois, Verkasalo, & 

Claessens, 2020), especially from mixtures (Coll et al., 2018). 
4) Improved wood properties (Luostarinen & Verkasalo, 2000) and clear 

management guidelines (Dubois et al., 2020). 

1.2 Focus and scope 
In Sweden there is a large volume of birch growing stock which, when 
harvested, will probably end up as low value pulp or firewood (Woxblom & 
Nylinder, 2010). Here the intention is to identify some current birch wood 
properties, and to suggest management options to improve them further. The 
domestic birch processing industry can be strengthened if it is assured of an 
abundant supply of suitable product (Dubois et al., 2020). The volume of 
broadleaved trees is expected to increase due to increasing environmental 
concerns and consumer preferences in Sweden. Forest managers will likewise 
be encouraged to invest if they can produce high value birch stems.  

Two 19-year-old sites with genetics trials were assessed to see if silver birch 
can be bred to improve its suitability for solid wood production and EWPs. A 
third 15-year-old site with a downy birch family trial had similar assessments 
made. Downy birch was also compared with silver birch to see if species 
differences were important when relating stem traits and wood properties. An 
older silvicultural trial was assessed to test the effect of naturally regenerated 
birch proportion mixture on Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst) growth 
rate, stem form, and wood measurements. The birch properties are reported here 
without the spruce properties, although the trial included both species. 

Field trials and forest stands can have diameter measured and be assessed 
visually to rank stem form, branch form, and defects. Similar field metrics were 
used in all the papers in this thesis. Modern non-destructive testing (NDT) and 
evaluation tools were used as a proxy for wood properties. These tools are 
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commonly used in the forestry industry where destructively testing samples is 
impractical. Other methods included taking wooden cores for maceration and 
Itrax X-ray densitometry; to measure cell properties or provide radial profiles 
of wood density.  

1.2.1 Limitations 

This work was limited to four sites in southern Sweden. There are few mature 
managed birch trials in Sweden and, due to restrictions in harvesting from these 
stands, no destructive testing occurred. Mechanical testing was impractical or 
prohibited so the NDT tools helped to overcome this limitation. Still, with few 
replications and most of the measured sites being fairly young, studies at other 
locations or on mature managed birch stands may differ. The effects of 
environment and climate were also considered, but insufficiently studied to 
make any inferences about their effects on wood properties. Norway spruce 
properties were measured but excluded from the results section. Due to time and 
available material, the management options and scale of species mixtures were 
also limited. To account for some of these restrictions, section 2.2.2 includes 
some values and results from other studies of birch wood properties. 

1.3 Research gap and importance 
There is more commercial interest in Norway spruce and Scots pine (Pinus 
sylvestris L.) than silver or downy birch. These two conifers account for 80% 
of Sweden’s forest species (SLU, 2019) and have similar properties to spruce 
and pine abroad, so there is a large market for them. Although modern genetic 
analysis and NDT tools exist, these have seldom been used on Swedish birch. 
If wood traits are reasonably heritable they could be included in tree breeding 
programmes. Here there is the chance to apply modern methods and techniques 
to assess birch genetics trials, compare silver and downy birch, and compare 
birch from different stand conditions where management history is known. A 
general trend in Europe is that wood density is in decline as growth rate is 
increasing (Pretzsch, Biber, Schütze, Kemmerer, & Uhl, 2018), whereas birch 
is diffuse-porous so the relationship between growth rate and wood density is 
less clear than for conifers (Zhang, 1995). 

Few studies of birch have had access to material with a known stand history, 
or have collected such large datasets. This has allowed for a reasonably reliable 
comparison of silver and downy birch planted at the same site, and birch stems 
in varied proportion mixtures with Norway spruce. Of the existing studies on 
birch wood properties, most were for naturally regenerated material from 
various stand conditions. Other studies are from abroad or mill-based, so there 
is little opportunity to compare birch between sites or silvicultural regimes. 
Small sample sizes and no species differentiation are also commonplace, and so 
there is a clear need for Swedish-specific studies which assess birch wood 
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properties. This information will help determine the effect of family, species, 
age, and site conditions on wood properties. The results can be applied to the 
Swedish birch breeding programme, be included in birch silviculture guides, 
and influence wood procurement planning decisions. 

1.4 Research questions 
The aim of the present study is to measure Swedish birch wood properties and 
relate their variation to genetic and silvicultural factors (Figure 1).  

Therefore, the following research questions (RQs) were formulated: 
(1) Can traits related to solid wood performance (hardness, grain angle, 

acoustic velocity) be included as breeding criteria in silver and downy 
birch populations: 

a. Are these traits sufficiently heritable and variable; 
b. Are there any genotypic correlations between traits; 
c. Is family performance consistent between sites (silver only); 
d. Are stem quality, wood trait performance and cell properties, 

significantly different between silver and downy birch? 
(2) Is birch growth rate related to wood density? 
(3) Do phenotypic relationships exist between traits? 

a. How do these relationships vary by species, age and site? 
(4) How does birch proportion affect wood quality in mixed spruce-birch 

stands? 
a. Are wood properties different between treatments; 
b. Can stem form be related to wood properties in mature 

birches? 
 

 
 Figure 1: Connection between research gaps, research questions, and papers. 
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1.5 Thesis outline 
This introduction (Chapter 1) outlines the major problems for Swedish birch 
and defines the objectives and key research questions. The literature review in 
Chapter 2 summarises Swedish birch management and factors which may 
influence birch wood properties. It mainly features stem quality attributes 
assessed in the field, visually assessed log grading criteria, and wood traits 
assessed destructively. There is also an overview of tree breeding programmes 
and genetic analysis. The methodology and analyses are presented in Chapter 
3, which deals with the field measurements and the rationale behind them. 
Laboratory-based measurements and how the data were processed is also 
handled in Chapter 3. The results are presented and discussed in Chapter 4. 
Conclusions are presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 gives recommendations 
for future studies. At the end of this dissertation the references are listed, 
followed by the research papers presented in this work.
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2 Literature review 

2.1 Birch in Sweden 
Sweden is located across several latitudes, where the south is fairly flat and can 
generally be classified as a temperate hemiboreal-nemoral biome (Figure 2).  

 
Birch (Betula spp.) is an abundant genus of angiosperms, including 

broadleaved trees and shrubs. Species of this genus can be found in Asia, 
Europe, and North America. Around the Nordic and Baltic European countries, 
the two main tree species of birch for wood products are silver birch (B. 
pendula) and downy birch (B. pubescens) (Table 1). These species are often 
treated as a single species for practical purposes; they are similar in distribution, 

Figure 2: Map of Fennoscandia with vegetation zones, cropped from 
Elmhagen, Kindberg, Hellström, and Angerbjörn (2015). 
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stem form, and wood properties. They are both pioneer species commonly 
found in recently cleared land or open spaces (Huth & Wagner, 2006). 

 
Table 1. Countries with birch as one of their top 10 forest species by volume.  

Country Forest volume 
2020 FOA 
(million m³ over 
bark)  

Birch 
volume 

Percent 
(%) of 
volume 
Birch 2020 

Percent 
(%) of 
volume 
Birch 2010  

Belarus 1,807 336 19 24  
The Czech republic 791 10 1 2  
Estonia 494 127 26 22  
Finland 2,449 407 17 16  
Latvia 672 157 23 28  
Lithuania 559 86 15 17  
The Netherlands 83 3 4 5  
Norway 1,233 211 17 16  
Poland 2,730 156 6 4.3  
Russian Federation 8,1071 14,100 17 14  
Sweden 3,654 551 15 11  
The United Kingdom  677 32 5 4 
Ukraine 2,280 102 4 4  
Data from the 2020 Forest Resources Assessment (FRA) by the Food and Agriculture Organisation 
(FOA) of the United Nations, silver and downy birch combined. 
Countries based on Hynynen et al. (2010) table and including their 2010 values. 

 
Birch in southern Sweden was historically wide spread, and alongside other 

broadleaved species its abundance and distribution have varied over time 
(Björse & Bradshaw, 1998). Urbanisation has allowed some farms to return to 
forest land, but active forest management has historically favoured coniferous 
species over broadleaved species (Lindbladh, Axelsson, Hultberg, Brunet, & 
Felton, 2014). In spite of this, birch has remained abundant due to high seed 
loads and prolific wind dispersal (Holmström, Ekö, Hjelm, Karlsson, & Nilsson, 
2016; Holmström, Karlsson, & Nilsson, 2017). It is likely that birch will 
regenerate on any land which is left unmanaged for too long as it generally 
survives grazing pressure (Härkönen, Pulkkinen, & Heräjärvi, 2009) and 
disperses readily (Löf, Bergquist, Brunet, Karlsson, & Welander, 2010). It also 
has one of the highest tree lines and latitude limits of any Swedish broadleaved 
species; it is found in Sweden’s northern extremes and survives in Iceland 
(Eysteinsson, 2012). Finnish silver birch even survived in Canada and grew 
slightly faster than the local paper birch, in a trial to test adaptability to expected 
future climatic conditions (Rousi, Possen, Hagqvist, & Thomas, 2012). 

All of this becomes important when you consider Swedish current and 
historic land management issues. Up until the 1980’s the Swedish Forest 

Management Policies required forest land to be managed in a way that would 
not reduce productivity. The implications of such intensive monoculture 
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management have recently become apparent (Lindahl et al., 2017; Lindbladh et 
al., 2014). Modern sustainability certification requires at least 10% of tree 
species in southern Sweden forests to be broadleaved species, or 5% in northern 
Sweden (T. Johansson, Hjältén, de Jong, & von Stedingk, 2013). Browsing and 
grazing pressure can greatly reduce the populations of other native broadleaved 
species (Götmark, Berglund, & Wiklander, 2005), while birch can generally 
survive this and readily self-seeds. Therefore, it is likely these modern 
conditions will result in a large volume of birches being retained and later made 
available to domestic consumers. 

Birch often regenerates where it is not wanted, and may be actively removed 
during stand thinning operations (Holmström, Carlström, Goude, Dahlgren 
Lidman, & Felton, 2021). Very few forests in Sweden are managed to produce 
quality logs of birch, and their saw log harvest volume is included under 
“Broadleaves” in national statistics (SLU, 2019), since most domestic birch 
consumers produce either fuel, firewood, or pulp (Woxblom & Nylinder, 2010). 
These low value end uses discourage investment in actively managing birch. 
Furthermore, the supply of birch is less certain since half of Sweden’s birch 

occurs in coniferous forests (Table 2) in stands actively managed for conifers 
(Drössler, 2010; Götmark, Fridman, et al., 2005). These trees will become 
available when the Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst) or Scots pine (Pinus 
sylvestris L.) stand is harvested. Compared to pure birch stands, in mixed stands 
birch may be: suppressed by genetically improved fast growing trees, removed 
to favour the target species, growing where planting failed, or near the stand 
edges causing poor form.  

 
Table 2. Proportion of Sweden’s birch volume divided by the forest type in which it occurs. 

Forest type Norway 
spruce 

Scots 
pine 

Spruce 
x Pine 

Birches Nobel Broad-
leaved 

Mixed 

Total volume 
(millions m3) 

610 350 122 50 43 52 38 

Percent birch 6% 5% 15% 67% 6% 21% 29% 
Birch volume 
(millions m3) 

34 17 18 34 3 11 11 

Proportion of 
total birch 

26% 13% 14% 27% 2% 9% 9% 

Forest types are the dominating species type present for the forest area, which is further 
explained by the source reference: Götmark, Fridman, et al. (2005) 

 

 
Although mixed forests seem to improve biodiversity (Felton et al., 2016; 

Nordén, Coria, Jönsson, Lagergren, & Lehsten, 2017), some people believe that 
birches cause whipping damage to their neighbours when a birch tree hits and 
breaks the surrounding weaker stems during wind events (Fahlvik, Agestam, 
Ekö, & Lindén, 2011). These mixtures may be worsening the stem quality of 
both species, since the birch may be suppressed and mismanaged. Birch basal 
area increment also seems to be lower than spruce’s, and the difference is larger 
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in older stands (Holmström et al., 2021). Handling difficulties and associated 
harvesting costs also increase when there is a range of species, spacings, sizes, 
and log grades (Grönlund & Eliasson, 2019; Laitila, Niemistö, & Väätäinen, 
2016; Tolan & Visser, 2015). Conversely, others have observed that the birches 
can provide shelter for young trees and act as a “nurse-crop”, improving the 
form and survival of young conifers (Bergqvist, 1999; Mård, 1996). A general 
belief is that birch from coniferous stands may have better form than that from 
monocultures (Hynynen et al., 2010), and downy birch may have slightly better 
self-pruning in some mixtures with conifers (Heräjärvi, 2001). 

2.2 Birch wood 

2.2.1 Causes of wood variation 

Factors which affect growth will also influence tree shape and the subsequent 
wood formed (Figure 3). There are however numerous interactions and 
limitations, but in the following sections variables related to growth are 
generally considered to be the main drivers of tree biomass shape and structure. 

 

 

2.2.1.1 Wood formation process 

Wood formation is a continual process where cambial cells divide and the stem 
increases in volume. Cells expand (in length and width) to their final size before 
forming a cell wall. The process of ‘programmed cell death’ is an important part 
of wood formation since dead cells can still perform a function: mechanical 
support, transport, and storage (Escamez & Tuominen, 2014). The woody cell 
wall consists of cellulose microfibrils tightly wound and then aligned in layers 
to provide strength against compression. Lignin and hemi-celluloses hold these 
fibrils together to provide strength against tension. The amount of these 
components varies depending on wood type (reaction wood, earlywood, 
latewood), cell wall layer (Biziks, Andersons, Beļkova, Kapača, & Militz, 

2013), and cell size (growth rate, cell diameter, wall thickness). Silver and 

Growth

•Site
•Environment
•Genetics
•Age

Stem form
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•Size
•Anatomy
•Chemicals

Wood

•Mechanical 
properties

•Knots
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Figure 3: The flow-on effects of growing conditions on stem form and wood traits. 
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downy birch have diffuse-porous wood, so at the ring boundaries there are 3-4 
rows of flattened cells instead of “latewood” (Luostarinen & Möttönen, 2010). 

How much woody cell wall is deposited may depend on available nutrients 
more than cell size (Luostarinen, Hakkarainen, & Kaksonen, 2017a). The 
molecules with which wood is made and their relative proportions contribute to 
how the woody cell wall interacts with water. The lignin between cells in birch 
is generally considered to be a higher concentration than that in the cell walls 
(Biziks et al., 2013; I. Eriksson, Lidbrandt, & Westermark, 1988), in contrast to 
other species. Cells which divide (cambial initials) are living and have no 
woody cell wall. Plant hormones influence cell division, differentiation, 
formation, and cell death; but their influence and production is largely under 
genetic control (Buttò et al., 2020; Ye & Zhong, 2015), so the two interact. 
These are some of the mechanisms behind the plasticity of birch wood 
formation as a response to environmental stimuli, which also varies with age. 
Water uptake and nutrient availability affect the cell types and cell walls 
produced, with the relative proportion of vessels and fibres often varying with 
age (Bhat & Kärkkäinen, 1980) and position, e.g. there are usually fewer fibres 
from the base towards the crown (Bhat & Kärkkäinen, 1981), and vessels are 
more frequent in outer-wood compared to wood near the pith (Luostarinen, 
Hakkarainen, & Kaksonen, 2017b; Xiping Zhao, 2015). The ratio of fibre lumen 
diameter (the internal void) to cell wall thickness can vary due to environmental 
conditions (Luostarinen et al., 2017a, 2017b), likewise vessel abundance and 
size will vary with water transport requirements (Xiping Zhao, 2015).  

A better analysis of the exact mechanisms underlying wood cell formation 
can be found elsewhere, e.g. Fromm (2013). Here the topic is simplified to focus 
on birch stem wood formed under differing genetic or environmental 
conditions, rather than the exact mechanisms underlying wood biosynthesis.  

2.2.1.2 Genetics 

Researchers will often test the same genetic material across a range of sites to 
check performance is consistent. A high genetic correlation between sites 
suggests that there is no genotype by environment (G×E) interaction. Otherwise 
different families and individuals may have varied performance as site 
conditions change (Xiyang Zhao et al., 2014). G×E interactions are studied in a 
range of species (Li, Suontama, Burdon, & Dungey, 2017) and may be exploited 
in breeding programmes; to deploy the best site-specific material rather than 
material which generally has good performance across a range of sites. Where 
genetic information is unknown, there can be differences between populations 
due to reduced gene flow, and populations may have site-specific adaptations. 
The section on birch management options (2.5) covers some of the principles 
underlying breeding programmes (2.5.2) and genetic analysis (2.5.3).  

Recent advances in genome sequencing have allowed for a greater 
understanding of how genes code for proteins, how trait expression interacts 
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with environmental factors, and how genes are inherited (Kärkkäinen et al., 
2017). This could also pave the way for genetic engineering, where genes can 
be selectively isolated and inserted into reciprocal DNA (G. Eriksson, Ekberg, 
& Clapham, 2013). Ploidy, the number (n) of chromosomes, can also be 
determined in a laboratory (Mu et al., 2012). This characteristic can be used to 
distinguish between silver and downy birch as they have different numbers of 
chromosomes: 2n = 28 for silver birch (diploid) and 4n = 56 for downy birch 
(tetraploid). Although genetic engineering is seldom applied to tree species, 
genome sequencing could improve estimates of relatedness, help to determine 
if progeny have inherited certain genes (G. Eriksson et al., 2013), or identify 
candidate genes likely influencing certain traits. 

Researchers found reasonable heritability estimates (above 0.2) for wood 
density and fibre properties in B. pendula clones (Stener & Hedenberg, 2003) 
and B. platyphylla families (Liang et al., 2018). Such works suggests that there 
is the potential to improve birch wood properties through breeding; although 
this is population and trait specific. Scandinavian tree breeding programmes 
have improved birch volume production (Jansson et al., 2017), yet more 
information is required in order to use wood traits as selection criteria. 

2.2.1.3 Species 

There are minor differences between silver and downy birch, but substantial 
differences between hardwoods and softwoods, angiosperms and 
gymnosperms, or broadleaved trees and coniferous trees. Silver birch and 
downy birch may be distinguished based on the average number of bars on the 
vessels’ scalariform perforation plates (Figure 4); downy birch has more (Bhat 
& Kärkkäinen, 1980; Miller & Cahow, 1989). There are also differences in leaf 
shape (N. Wang, Borrell, & Buggs, 2014) and bark extractives (L. N. Lundgren 
et al., 1995) between the two birch species, and some researchers have tried to 
use these distinctions in the field. However, they are generally treated as a single 
species for processing. 

 

 
Figure 4: Microscope photo of Nybro silver birch vessel showing scalariform 

perforation plate with 13 bars. 
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Arguably, the biological distinction between angiosperms and gymnosperms 

is the clearest, yet in terms of anatomical properties the other two groupings 
make more sense. The genus Betula consists of deciduous broadleaved 
angiosperms with a diffuse-porous wood anatomical structure (Ross, 2010). 
This means when discussing wood or timber, birches will be classified as a 
‘hardwood’ species, with cell types including vessels, fibres, and parenchyma; 
whereas ‘conifers’ or ‘softwoods’ only have tracheids and parenchyma.  

2.2.1.4 Age 

Trees will generally form a layer of wood each year that they are alive and the 
conditions are suitable. The stem wood’s biological age can relate to the age of 
the tree when the ring was formed, or to the distance from the pith (cambial age) 
or the green crown. Therefore, radial trends exist for wood density 
(Dobrowolska, Wroniszewska, & Jankowska, 2020), hardness (Heräjärvi, 
2004b), cell types, cell dimensions (Fabisiak & Helińska-Raczkowska, 1998; 
Luostarinen & Möttönen, 2010), cellulose microfibril angle (MFA) (Barnett & 
Bonham, 2004), fibre angle (Bonham & Barnett, 2001), and colour or other 
chemicals. Most of the above properties plateau as the cambial age increases; 
the rings formed after age 20 are commonly considered as birch “maturewood”. 
The zones of wood formation are often categorised as juvenile/core, transition, 
mature/outer, and over-mature/senescence-wood. Some tree species form 
heartwood from dead or inactive cells, while living and conducting cells are the 
sapwood; this section has cambial dividing and growing cells, xylem and 
phloem. Birch does not form true heartwood, but can have starheart (cracks 
initiating at the pith) and false heartwood (red or brown heart) (Hörnfeldt, 
Drouin, & Woxblom, 2010). Discoloured heartwood is increasingly common in 
older stems (Hallaksela & Niemistö, 1998) so best practice may be to avoid 
letting stems exceed 55 years (Hynynen et al., 2010). Redness seems to be more 
common near the pith and inversely related to the concentration of phenolic 
compounds (proanthocyanidins), which increases radially from the pith to the 
surface (Luostarinen & Möttönen, 2004). These phenolic compounds may serve 
some defensive purpose in living cells and can be affected by site (Luostarinen, 
2006a, 2006b). 

2.2.1.5 Site 

Despite few birch-specific studies, there are a multitude of factors which have 
been shown to influence tree growth rate and form (Frivold & Frank, 2002; 
Heräjärvi, 2001). These include variables such as: competition, microsites, 
nutrient status, climate, photosynthetically active radiation, vapour pressure 
deficit, depth to water table, soil depth, and substrate type. Birch site conditions, 
especially nutrients and climate, have been shown to affect cell dimensions and 
wood density (Luostarinen et al., 2017a, 2017b; Nilsson, Jones, Håkansson, 
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Blom, & Bergh, 2021). Environmental factors can cause the formation of 
reaction wood, which tends to have more brittle wood, differing MFA, and a 
round gelatinous cell wall S2 layer (Barnett & Bonham, 2004). Site and 
harvesting conditions can further relate to discolouration during drying 
(Luostarinen & Möttönen, 2004; Luostarinen, Möttönen, Asikainen, & 
Luostarinen, 2002). Briefly, large variation between birch wood properties can 
be due to differences over time, between sites, and within site. 

2.2.1.6 Other: measurement conditions 

As well as operating conditions varying between the field, mill and laboratory, 
some tools measure slightly different properties or different sections. For 
instance, Time-of-Flight (ToF) and resonance-based acoustic velocity (AV) 
tools measure the outermost wood and the entire cross section respectively 
(Llana, Short, & Harte, 2020). The sections then taken for static bending tests 
may cover slightly different sections of wood. It is not uncommon for 
laboratory-based methods to use smaller samples (Pramreiter et al., 2021; 
Pramreiter, Stadlmann, Linkeseder, Keckes, & Müller, 2020), exclude wood 
with knots (Collins & Fink, 2020), and control for grain angle (Collins & Fink, 
2020; Pramreiter, Bodner, et al., 2020). Furthermore, grain angle may vary 
radially (M. Johansson, Säll, & Lundqvist, 2013) so a single outer measurement 
may not represent the internal angle (Hallingbäck, Jansson, & Hannrup, 2010). 

Water interacts with the wood cell walls (Penttilä et al., 2020; Penttilä, 
Paajanen, & Ketoja, 2021), but more obviously affects the wood weight and 
volume (density) (Almeida & Hernández, 2006; Gao et al., 2017). Different 
moisture contents will have different properties, so often 12% moisture content 
(MC) is used as a standard condition for testing. Other studies may report green 
or oven dried wood properties depending on whether they were measured in the 
field or laboratory respectively. One study reported compression strength of 
oven-dry silver birch was four times higher than green birch wood, i.e. above 
fibre saturation point (Jakubowski, Tomczak, Jelonek, & Grzywiński, 2020). 
Controlling for MC is time consuming and difficult in the field, yet it has clear 
effects on the mechanical performance of wood. Birch MC varies seasonally 
and radially (Tomczak, Tomczak, Naskrent, & Jelonek, 2021) so measuring at 
a consistent height and season is important. Wood density is clearly dependent 
on MC, whereas some NDT values are less affected by MC (Gao et al., 2017; 
Sharapov, Brischke, Militz, & Smirnova, 2019). 

Processing will not only change the material size, but can also include adding 
chemicals, removing water, and excluding defects. This can change the colour 
(Luostarinen, 2006a; Stenudd, 2004), wood properties (Biziks, Van Acker, 
Militz, Grinins, & Van den Bulcke, 2019; Borůvka, Zeidler, Holeček, & Dudík, 

2018; Möttönen, Heräjärvi, Koivunen, & Lindblad, 2004; Poncsák, Kocaefe, 
Bouazara, & Pichette, 2006), and durability. Processing in turn is affected by 
the underlying properties of the birch wood (Luostarinen, 2007). 
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2.2.2 Birch wood properties 

With the limitations and potential sources of variation in section 2.2.1, Table 3 
includes some reported values for birch stem and wood properties, and the stem 
diameter at 1.3 m (DBH). There was an unfortunate lack of comparable methods 
and results owing to different stand conditions and material states. Veneers were 
often measured in the mill with limited information on stand location and 
history, and many studies assumed the material being assessed was silver birch 
(a fair assumption given higher growth rates and species distribution). 

 
 Table 3. Reported values for birch wood properties (traits) after 2010. 

Material studied (Authors and year) and average values or range for each trait 

Trait 

Finnish veneers 
(Pramreiter, 
Bodner, et al., 
2020; 
Pramreiter, 
Stadlmann, et 
al., 2020)1&2 

Finnish 
veneers 
(Antikainen, 
Eskelinen, 
Rohumaa, 
Vainio, & 
Hughes, 2015) 

20, 60 and 80 year 
old birches in 
Sweden 
(M. Johansson et 
al., 2013; S. 
Lundqvist, Grahn, 
& Olsson, 2013) 

11-15 year 
old birches in 
Latvia 
(Liepiòð & 
Rieksts-
Riekstiòð, 
2013) 

Finnish 
birch sawn-
through 

(Collins & 
Fink, 2020) 

DBH  
(mm) 

  163-213 122.1  

Height  
(m) 

  16.7-21.4 15.3  

Grain angle 
(absolute)° 

1.5-7.12 1.0-11.3 0.0-5.0   

Microfibril 
angle (MFA)° 

7.5-12.92  8.0-14.0   

Dry density  
(kg m−3) 

428-6841&2 554-608 550-720 455 611-620 

MOE  
(GPa) 

6.7-16.41  13.2-20.4   

MOEdyn  
(GPa) 

7.4-20.61  11.6-18.6  906.8-014.9 

MOR  
(MPa) 

  80-123  906.8-048.3 

 Compression 90 parallel and 0 perpendicular to the grain 
 

 

2.3 Birch stem form 
Factors that influence mechanical properties of wood can be categorised as 
natural/material characteristics, while processing and manufacturing effects on 
properties are mentioned in the other parts of this chapter. 
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2.3.1 Stem traits and environment 

2.3.1.1 Leaf area 

In order to capture radiation, the stem must support leaves to perform 
photosynthesis and respiration. There are multiple methods to measure or 
estimate leaf area and to calculate how much radiation is captured 
(photosynthetically active radiation). As gas exchange occurs at the leaf surface, 
it is also the site of respiration and subsequently a major point for water loss 
(transpiration). The leaf is supported by a petiole which helps to align the 
surface to maximise sunlight interception. Each leaf has a waxy cuticle and 
stomata can close to reduce water vapour loss. The “captured” radiation is 

actually used during photosynthesis to produce carbohydrates, which are 
needed for further photosynthesis, respiration, and cell building. There are 
morphological differences between silver birch and downy birch leaves which 
can be used to distinguish the two species in field (Atkinson, 1992), with 
reasonable accuracy (N. Wang et al., 2014). 

2.3.1.2 Canopy 

Birch is deciduous, so loses its canopy every year over winter, and must replace 
all the leaves the following year. Defoliation can have an impact on biomass 
allocation and interacts with the level of available nutrients (Anttonen et al., 
2002). Competition for radiation likewise affects how much biomass a stem can 
form (Konôpka, Pajtík, Šebeň, Merganičová, & Surový, 2020), with suppressed 
trees growing less than dominant stems due to competition for resources. For B. 
papyrifera in North America, a Master’s student obtained birch canopy 
vegetation indices from satellite data, and related these to stem growth rates 
(Bumann, 2017). Generally, growth is limited by the amount of radiation 
intercepted, which is limited by foliar area. Stem growth and foliar area are also 
restricted by available resources, competition, and phenology.  

Here the canopy is difficult to quantify, since generally the foliar canopy is 
the height, depth, species, spread, and density of the forested over-story for a 
given land area. For a single tree, it is usually defined as the length or extent of 
the green crown, and some specific light interception values may be added.  

The water demand from the foliage largely drives the production of water 
conduits within the stem. Such a process is encapsulated by the pipe-model 
theory of stem-profile development; at any point in the stem, the area of 
conductive tissue must be large enough to support all foliage above it. This 
theory is not perfect, for one thing it ignores the mechanical support 
requirements (Lehnebach, Beyer, Letort, & Heuret, 2018), but it illustrates how 
stem growth needs to meet water demand. There is a biological requirement to 
perform photosynthesis and to respire, so trees must avoid desiccation and cell 
collapse, but there can also be issues from over-saturated soils (A.-F. Wang et 
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al., 2015). There are mechanical requirements to support the foliage and 
branches and to grow towards the sunlight (avoid competition). 

A tree’s canopy also acts as a wind sail area where larger canopies intercept 
more wind, and the stem experiences additional force. The branches may 
provide some dampening effect, where the tree oscillations are eventually 
reduced by the branches expending some of the extra force (James, Dahle, 
Grabosky, Kane, & Detter, 2014). Trees in high wind environments have been 
observed to have larger branches and worse taper (De Langre, 2008; Watt, 
Moore, & McKinlay, 2005). These are similar attributes of stems growing at a 
lower spacing (Niemistö, 1995), and indeed wind forces are usually lower 
within a dense forest than at the edges. It is likely that in both cases, stems 
prioritise diameter growth since upward growth is either detrimental (increased 
wind force) or redundant (no competition). To support the canopy, fibre length 
generally increases as height to green crown increases. This could be to improve 
water transport efficiency within the stem, or be a phenotypical relationship due 
to higher canopies generally occurring in older trees. As longer fibres are also 
associated with increased stiffness, no doubt this pattern is advantageous. 

2.3.1.3 Roots 

It would be remiss to mention wind forces acting on stem canopy areas without 
then mentioning the underground structures supporting the entire stem. The root 
network offers anchorage and nutrient and water uptake (Niklas, 1998). It is 
largely limited and determined by soil characteristics since some areas will be 
too wet or impenetrable. Rooting depth, distance and strength will subsequently 
be a product of site conditions, growing demands (Poorter et al., 2012), and 
species (Konôpka, Pajtík, Šebeň, Surový, & Merganičová, 2021). Some studies 
of birch roots have occurred (Kasurinen et al., 2016; A.-F. Wang et al., 2015), 
particularly for biomass estimation (Jagodziński, Zasada, Bronisz, Bronisz, & 

Bijak, 2017; Repola, 2008). Values may differ between studies as there can be 
issues collecting fine roots, but also variations due to site conditions and 
genetics (Kasurinen et al., 2016).  

2.3.2 Stem traits that affect value 

2.3.2.1 Branches 

Branches become knots in logs and have different anatomical properties than 
the stem (Bhat & Kärkkäinen, 1981). Each branch grows to the stem’s pith 
(Stener et al., 2017), and so reflects a radial portion of wood with a different 
composition. To limit their impact on processing and wood products, breeders 
have tried to select for better branch form (Stener & Hedenberg, 2003; Stener 
& Jansson, 2005) and silviculturalists have trialled pruning birches (Niemistö 
et al., 2019; Stener et al., 2017). The aim is to produce more knot-free 
clearwood, so for most species pruning is performed alongside thinning 
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operations, where only stems with the best form are kept as crop trees 
(Skovsgaard et al., 2021). Higher initial stocking is similarly employed in an 
attempt to grow straight, low-taper birch stems with favourable branching 
characteristics (Niemistö, 1995). There is intense interest in reducing birch 
branching, so branches and knots are often targeted in breeding, silviculture and 
log grading operations. 

Branches leave a scar on the stem following their initial loss, before the stem 
has grown over the hole or stub. These scars can be affectionately called 
“moustaches” (Belleville, Cloutier, & Achim, 2011) and may give an indication 
of the likely discolouration or internal knottiness of the stem. A relationship 
between surface defects and internal knots will likely be present in birch. Where 
a branch has been lost or pruned there may also be an increased chance of 
discoloured internal wood (Hallaksela & Niemistö, 1998; Niemistö et al., 2019). 
Many studies have found vigorous growing healthy stems have better branch 
occlusion rates, particularly where the branch is a live branch (green knot) 
compared to a dead branch (Niemistö et al., 2019). 

2.3.2.2 Defects and damages 

Star heart and frost cracks could be influenced by the latitude of the birch 
material’s origin (Viherä-Aarnio & Velling, 2017) or the site where it is 
growing (Kula, Buchta, & Stránský, 2006). These damages can also relate to 
felling season, log handling, storage, and drying. Birch unfortunately has low 
resistance to infection, and a range of insect pests that can also cause damage 
(Fahlvik et al., 2021). Multileaders and epicormic branches seem to caused by 
environmental factors as they have low heritability; considering the trait “Apical 

dominance” (Stener & Hedenberg, 2003; Stener & Jansson, 2005). There are 
some occasions where growing or hereditary defects have a specialty market, 
as is the case for flame or curly grained birch (Kärkkäinen et al., 2017). The 
highly sought after curly grain pattern is similar to that of abnormal birch wood 
formed after the stem is damaged (Novitskaya, 1998). 

2.3.2.3 Colour 

Environmental factors that affect the mechanical properties of wood include 
infections and decay, which may have a visible effect on wood colour (Bitenieks 
et al., 2015). Often this discolouration is associated with a wound (Niemistö et 
al., 2019; Stener et al., 2017) or overly mature stems (Hörnfeldt et al., 2010; 
Hynynen et al., 2010), and indeed modelling has revealed these to be important 
predictors of discolouration for B. platyphylla (Belleville et al., 2011; Drouin, 
Beauregard, & Duchesne, 2009, 2010), alongside tree vigour. 

Harvesting, processing and drying have been intensely studied to determine 
which factors influence the colour of veneers (Luostarinen & Luostarinen, 
2001; Luostarinen & Möttönen, 2009; Luostarinen et al., 2002; Möttönen, 
2005). Site, felling season, and age are common determinants of wood colour, 
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while processing method, temperature, and duration can also affect the final 
product colour. 

2.3.2.4 Bark 

The thickness and presence of bark affects the debarking process, and so may 
have some impact on the cost of processing logs. Bark thickness is not 
considered as a log grading trait, but given differences between DBH over-bark 
and stem diameter under-bark (Repola, 2008) it can affect volume estimates. It 
would be remiss to exclude this feature completely; it is somewhat under genetic 
control (Viherä-Aarnio & Velling, 2017), and it can also be used to distinguish 
between silver and downy birch (Atkinson, 1992; Hynynen et al., 2010). 

Silver birch generally has a larger proportion of dark rough, stony or fissured 
bark than downy birch. Silver birch is also more common further south, with 
downy birch more frequent in northern, cool, and moist sites. There is evidence 
of a relationship between bark thickness and latitude of origin in silver birch 
(Viherä-Aarnio & Velling, 2017), so it seems likely that bark relates to growing 
temperature, extreme climates or growth rate. This is either an adaptation or a 
direct relationship. Some species have bark expansion cracks from rapid 
growth, where the stem splits its bark and grows rough bark in between the splits 
for protection. These cracks can similarly be due to frost, sun scorch, or drought. 
Birch also forms dark brown bark in response to perturbation, after bark has 
been peeled or scratched away by external agents (Novitskaya, 1998). Here, the 
thick bark may be an example of phenotypic plasticity; where birch stems are 
damaged they begin to form rough bark. Alternatively, it could be a site-specific 
adaptation where thicker bark offers some advantage in environments with 
higher growth rates and more dry or warm weather. It may relate to fire 
disturbance regimes (Pausas, 2015; Rosell, 2016; Schafer, Breslow, Hohmann, 
& Hoffmann, 2015) since southern silver birch has more thick bark and fire is 
more prevalent towards the equator. It is likely a combination of genetic and 
environmental factors that determine birch bark characteristics. 

An example where rough bark clearly related to defects is where B. 
papyrifera moustaches were associated with lost branches (Belleville et al., 
2011). According to Luostarinen and Verkasalo (2000), Warjus (1946) divided 
birch logs into expected grades based on bark characteristics. Again, this rough 
bark could reflect damages or growth stresses, or be largely under genetic 
control due to population or species adaptations. There also seems to be higher 
proportions of the extractive betulin as birch bark whiteness increases, with 
white coloured bark likely having some evolutionary advantage for many 
birches (Alonso‐Serra et al., 2019). Betulin is a compound of increasing interest 
to the extractives industry (Hordyjewska, Ostapiuk, Horecka, & Kurzepa, 2019; 
Šiman et al., 2016). As birch bark logically relates to both genotype and growing 
site, it should reflect stem growth history, e.g.: growth rate, height (Viherä-
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Aarnio & Velling, 2017), and branches; beech example (Stängle, Brüchert, 
Kretschmer, Spiecker, & Sauter, 2014). 

2.4 Birch timber and grading 

2.4.1 Forest product assessment 

2.4.1.1 Stand cruising: pre-harvest inventory 

Standing assessments can be used to estimate timber grade volume recovery. 
Log grades have different grading criteria and limits, and processors have 
different log grades and requirements, particularly between saw logs (J. 
Johansson, 2008) and pulp logs (Stener & Hedenberg, 2003). To overcome this, 
pre-harvest inventory usually records size variables and estimates lengths of 
clear wood and straightness classes. The assessor can also record the height of 
branches to better estimate what log volume can be achieved, even if grading 
rules change later (Heräjärvi & Verkasalo, 2002). The volume of straight, 
branch-free logs can be estimated from normal stand metrics and measurements 
(Mäkinen, Ojansuu, & Niemistö, 2003), but cruising is slightly more detailed as 
it is used to assess the value of the standing trees. Stand cruising before harvest 
can also inform harvest planning and transport logistics decisions.  

Detailed information about birch properties could help consumers target 
suitable wood loads, stands, or regions, to meet their demand for raw material 
or to optimize the allocation of existing stems.  

2.4.1.2 Log bucking (sectioning) 

Birch harvesting in Sweden is less high-tech than harvest operations for conifer 
plantations. Often birch is harvested as part of the clear-felling operation for a 
coniferous stand. It may also be sold based on weight or volume, without 
segregation into multiple log grades. A higher number of log grades, or 
including shorter length log grades, can reduce the volume of reject wood 
during sectioning (Heräjärvi & Verkasalo, 2002). Here, many log traits that 
affect the log grade can also be assessed on the standing stem. If birch logs can 
be used for saw logs instead of pulp, expected income would increase 
significantly (Figure 5). In Figure 6, there are two separate stands of managed 
birch in Norway, with the best stand on the left having large, straight, and 
branchless stems suitable for saw logs. The younger stand on the right is too 
small for sawn wood and has bent stems, which will likely be removed in later 
thinnings, so could end up as firewood. The crown wood in the larger stand will 
have similar properties to the young stand (e.g. small diameter and poor form) 
however stem tops may have larger branches (Heräjärvi et al., 2004).  
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Figure 5: Log prices by volume under bark from Skogsstyrelsen (2021) online database, 

for southern Sweden saw logs and birch pulp logs (no birch saw log prices), volume 
weighted average prices. 

 
  

 
 
At present, few mills in Sweden are buying and selling birch logs for sawing. 

Södra (a large forestry association) distinguishes between birch log grades 
based on factors such as size, straightness, rot, red heartwood, branches and 
defects. Fuel logs had a minimum diameter of 3 cm under bark and a lower price 
(120 kr m−3) than pulp (290-345 kr m−3) and saw logs (500 kr m−3) for August 
2021. For fuel and pulp logs, some defects were for the load of logs, but pulp 
logs had higher minimum requirements (diameter under bark 5-70 cm, no 
contaminants, limited rot, etc.) and more restrictions relating to the individual 
logs. Saw logs (diameter 18 -70 cm) had the most restrictions, based on log 
price and quality sheets (Virkesprislista) for southern Sweden (Södra, 2021). A 
similar trend is present in Table 4 across a range of mills and log grades. Most 
birch log grades only allowed sweeping bends; no sharp bends or kinks. These 
buyers likely assume birch wood will have certain wood properties, so are more 
concerned about the effects of log size and shape on sawing efficiency.

Figure 6: Straight large stems and logs to be sawn (left) and small or bent logs 
for firewood (right). Managed birch stands in Hamar, Norway. 
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2.4.1.3 Mills 

Mills will have their own log yard and similarly sort products based on a number 
of key characteristics. In hardwood sawmills, the head saw can have a log 
scanner (Stängle et al., 2015), but there may also be scanners (e.g. X-ray or 
optical) for the end products (Kline, Surak, & Araman, 2003). In Österbymo 
where they saw oak (Figure 7) they have cameras and lasers to visually identify 
defects and dimensions, and to optimise the sawing patterns based on these 
limitations. Board knots and discolouration can otherwise be identified at the 
end of a production line to determine product grades. Mechanical testing may 
be required for structurally graded conifers, whereas for birch it is more 
common to test veneer hardness, wood density (Möttönen et al., 2004), moisture 
content (Möttönen, 2006), grain angle, and checks (Antikainen et al., 2015).  

 

  

  

 
 

Figure 7: Photos from KG-List’s Österbymo hardwood sawmill. From top left to bottom 
right: Oak log pile, headsaw with band-saw, secondary saw with multiple band-saws, 

WoodEye scanner for final board grading (not currently in use). 
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2.4.1.4 Downgrading lumber 

Processing defects include warp, bow, cupping, twist, cracking and case 
hardening. Some of these defects relate to factors such as grain angle, cut 
pattern, and wood density, while the latter two relate largely to drying regime 
and moisture content. Processing can also alter the colour of birch wood, for 
instance due to heat. This can include saw burns and drying while other colour 
changes are due to birch wood inherent chemical properties. Some defects that 
affect processing may only become obvious during milling or after milling, 
including internal defects (which are visible after the log is cut) and “invisible” 

defects. Tension wood is a good example of an invisible defect since it affects 
board shape and surface roughness (Maeglin, 1987) but is difficult to see. 
Unlike discolouration and distortion, tension wood is never the result of 
processing as it is caused by stresses in the growing tree. 

2.5 Birch improvement: management and breeding 
Stems and logs are graded for size and shape, with defects reducing their value. 
Therefore, most of the birch silvicultural guidelines and breeding efforts have 
focussed on visually assessed traits, or survival and growth. Recently some 
birch breeders have considered properties important for solid wood products 
(Austad, 2018; Rosvall, 2011; Stener & Hedenberg, 2003), and Liang et al. 
(2018) studied wood traits of 60 B. platyphylla families in China. Even 
internationally studies of birch wood traits are lacking compared with conifers 
and other hardwood species. For Swedish conifers there are the doctoral theses 
by Hallingbäck (2010), Chen (2016) and Fundová (2020), who studied Norway 
spruce or Scots pine wood quality and genetics. These species also have clear 
management guidelines (silvicultural regimes) which may even have site-
specific adjustment factors. For this reason, the following sections describe both 
stand management activities and common steps in a tree breeding programme. 

2.5.1 Current birch management practices 

There are two excellent reviews covering best practice silviculture for birch in 
European countries (Cameron, 1996; Hynynen et al., 2010). Although over a 
decade old, there are only a few recent studies which require special mention, 
and a very thorough Swedish report (Fahlvik et al., 2021). Some management 
activities have already been mentioned in previous sections, so here is an 
overview of common silvicultural activities for birch in Sweden. As most birch 
occurs in coniferous forests these activities may be part of stand management 
for softwood log production and may not specifically aim to improve the value 
of the retained birches. Management to improve birch for the production of solid 
wood products (based on previously identified characteristics) is uncommon, 
but it is important to compare birch improvement through silviculture to 
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improvement through breeding. Breeding is an improvement in all subsequent 
generations, whereas silviculture must occur again during each rotation. 

Figure 8 is a pictorial representation of a birch forest stand rotation, from the 
harvest of the previous forest until end of a new rotation. The harvesting step 
should create a large patch with adequate sunlight for birch growth (Huth & 
Wagner, 2006). Areas can be cleared by natural disturbances like wind and fire 
events, or with harvesters at the end of a forestry rotation. Sweden often has 
large clear-cut areas and ground preparation which includes soil scarification. 
Generally there is no issue getting birch to self-seed and regenerate to a site in 
Sweden. Sites prepared by disc trenching may favour birch self-regeneration 
(Holmström, Ekö, et al., 2016; Holmström et al., 2017), and survival is best 
when there is no competing ground cover (Hytönen & Jylhä, 2005). Small seed 
scales are shown in this timeline for the regeneration method, but sites could 
otherwise be actively seeded or planted to use improved material. Planting is 
more common than seeding, but can also use seedlings or ramets from 
unimproved material. One benefit of planting is that the distance between 
seedlings can be controlled, but there may still be competing vegetation. Only 
1.3 million birch seedlings were planted in 2019 compared to 370 million 
planted conifers: Skogsstyrelsen (2019) values reported by Fahlvik et al. (2021). 
The species or genetic material used at forest establishment should match the 
site, although downy birch planting is almost non-existent in Swedish forestry.  

There are numerous forest activities that remove stems before the final 
harvest, and generally their timing is based on stand condition (height, DBH, 
canopy closure, etc.) rather than a set age. Cleaning generally occurs 3 to 5 years 
after establishment, and like pre-commercial thinning (before age 10) it aims to 
reduce overall competition (Holmström, Hjelm, et al., 2016) while minimising 
stump sprouts (coppice). There is also a decision about the number of plants per 
hectare (stocking), and which tree species and form to favour, at each cleaning 
and thinning stage. These activities affect the species composition and their 
within-stand distribution, where mixtures of the same proportion can have 
different outcomes depending on the spatial arrangement (Felton et al., 2021).  

Without human intervention, there is self-thinning and self-pruning in the 
stand, due to limited sunlight when the stand canopy ‘closes’. Stand cleaning, 
thinning, and pruning can speed up these slower natural processes, to reduce 
competition and improve the health, growth, and form of the retained stems 
(Ahtikoski, Päätalo, Niemistö, Karhu, & Poutiainen, 2004; Cameron et al., 
1995; Skovsgaard et al., 2021). Thinning will result in an immediate reduction 
in stand basal area, but can later increase the DBH growth rate of the retained 
stems. Similarly, pruning aims to produce more clear wood in a shorter period 
of time than if natural self-pruning occurred (Niemistö et al., 2019; Skovsgaard 
et al., 2021; Stener et al., 2017).  
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Managed birch monocultures are uncommon in Sweden, but the management 

activities are similar to those occurring in coniferous stands. Where birch is 
retained or managed, the cleaning and thinning operations may aim to keep the 
best size and form of birches, although generally not at the expense of the crop-
tree conifer species. Applying fertilizer to Swedish birch is also rare, and 
herbicide application is almost entirely prohibited. Slight management 
variations include: deliberate management of mixed stands, fencing before 
establishment, or protecting the stem base or top from damage, browsing, and 
insects. Abundant regeneration and growth can usually compensate for any 

Figure 8: A stylised forest rotation of birch; harvest, ground preparation, regeneration, 
cleaning, pruning, thinning, and harvest age, with breeding improvement cycle; selection 
of plus trees, crossing, testing progeny, then deployment or further selection and testing. 
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damages to the early stand, for example due to browsing damage (Härkönen et 
al., 2009; Kullberg & Bergström, 2001). The lack of clear stand management 
history and objectives can make comparisons between sites difficult and is often 
a limitation in studies which rely on surveys and samples. Such a task was 
undertaken in the Master’s thesis by Fredrik Hörnsten (2018) from Swedish 
National Forest Inventory plots to assess birch stem form, where birch tended 
to have poorer form in coniferous mixtures. In contrast with these results, 
Heräjärvi (2001) compared material across sites in Finland and observed little 
difference in birch stem form between birch monocultures and mixed stands. 

2.5.2 Birch breeding  

Swedish silver birch has had a continuous tree breeding programme since the 
1980’s (Rosvall, 2011). Recently breeding programmes have started for downy 
birch and other hardwood species, following the general steps outlined here. 
Other introductory texts cover the principles of forest genetics and tree breeding 
(G. Eriksson et al., 2013; White, Adams, & Neale, 2007). 

The cycle of arrows in the upper half of Figure 8 shows an initial birch stand 
from which superior trees are selected for inclusion in a breeding programme. 
These trees are called “plus-trees” because for the traits assessed they have 

superior performance. For the southern Swedish silver birch breeding 
programme, around 1,300 plus-trees were initially selected, and there are now 
four breeding populations, each containing around 50 individuals. Trees with 
identical genotypes (clones) or similar genetics (families) are usually planted at 
multiple sites. If the same genotype or family performs well across multiple 
sites, there may be a strong genotypic correlation between sites for that trait, i.e. 
the performance at one site was highly correlated with performance at another 
site for the genetic groupings (there is a low G×E interaction). 

The plus-trees are used in initial crosses to create an F1 population of 
progeny, either through open-pollination (collecting seed from the plus-trees) 
or controlled crossing (isolating male and female catkins to control pollination). 
Swedish tree breeders have developed several birch populations with slight 
differences in photoperiods. The flowering times also seem to be slightly 
different between silver and downy birch (Luomajoki, 1999) which may act as 
a barrier to hybridization, and similar differences between female and male 
catkin maturity helps prevent ‘selfing’ (self-fertilization). Despite this, hybrids 
can occur naturally between silver and downy birch (Palme, Su, Palsson, & 
Lascoux, 2004), with inbreeding perhaps less common. It is possible to produce 
birch clones, usually through cuttings and vegetative propagation, but 
occasionally embryos are divided after fertilization to create multiple clones 
from a single seed (G. Eriksson et al., 2013). Scions are commonly used to 
establish seed orchards and nurseries through grafting, where they are 
connected to an existing root network to speed up flowering time. 
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Progeny from the F1 population are planted in field trials and, once site and 
G×E factors are considered, the best offspring will be used for further crosses. 
Breeding values can then be calculated to determine which trees produce the 
best progeny (have the highest breeding values or general combining ability) or 
which specific crosses have the best performance (specific combining ability). 
Breeding values are generally for each individual tree and reflect how much 
their progeny are above or below the overall mean value for a given trait. 
Specific crosses are more complicated, and there can be a maternal or paternal 
effect on the trait of interest so that the order of the cross may be important.  

Traits can be given weights and then multiple traits can be included as 
selection criteria. It is also important to decide if site-specific performance or 
performance across sites is more important. Here, the discussion of “breeding 

objectives” should also consider indirect selection, where one trait is assessed 
indirectly through a related trait (the assessment criteria), or assessed earlier 
where trait performance is correlated between ages (Stener & Jansson, 2005). 
Additive genetic (genotypic) correlations between traits can mean that selection 
for one trait will inadvertently affect another trait. 

After testing of the F1 population, further crosses can be made to create an 
F2 population for testing. This occurs in the same way as before, so the cycle 
continues with selection, crossing, and testing. The genetic gain between 
generations can be estimated as a function of how heritable a given trait is and 
the selection intensity (S) for the trait; S is standardised to reflect the total trait 
variation. Improvements have been made so far for birch volume production, 
stem form and branching characteristics in Swedish birch breeding programmes 
(Jansson et al., 2017; Rosvall, 2011).  

2.5.3 Genetic analysis 

2.5.3.1 Families and relatedness 

Clones, controlled crosses and open-pollinated material were included in the 
studies. Full-sib (sib = ‘sibling’) families are where progeny share both parents, 
and half-sib families are where progeny all share one parent. Relatedness can 
be displayed through a kinship matrix or a pedigree (family trees). Of these two 
data formats, kinship matrices make it easier to include a higher degree of 
information, whereas pedigrees are good for graphically displaying relatedness. 
Kinship matrices show levels of relatedness between individuals through 
(assumed) percentages of shared alleles, depending on the relationship between 
individuals. An individual shares 100% of its genes with itself so along the 
matrix diagonal all values are 1. Likewise, a clone is expected to share 100% of 
its genetics with all its clones (ramets) for a common genotype. Full-sibs are 
only assumed to share half of their genetic information with their siblings. 
Parents also have a value of 0.5 relatedness to their offspring, and grandparents 
0.25 to their grandchildren. These are assumed values of relatedness, which can 
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be expanded further to show extended family. Advanced genotyping techniques 
could improve these estimates of relatedness, and then kinship matrices would 
represent the actual value of common alleles rather than assumed values.  

2.5.3.2 Heritability 

To determine if a trait of interest can be included as a criterion in a breeding 
programme, heritability values should be calculated for this trait. The 
heritability value is a measure of the variation in a trait due to genotype, divided 
by the overall variation in a trait. Testing across sites and populations is 
therefore important, as total variation can be site-specific, and genetic factors 
interact with their environment.  

The formulas for heritability vary with relatedness, namely between clones; 
broad-sense heritability (H2), and families; narrow-sense heritability (h2). 
Heritability is for a single trait of interest. It is also population and site specific, 
and could be improved further with precise genotypic information. For a given 
population at a particular site, heritability for a specified trait can be defined as 
the amount of variation in trait performance (phenotype) which can be 
explained by genetic variation. The following common heritability formulas are 
taken from Stener and Jansson (2005). 

𝐻2 =
𝜎𝐺

2

𝜎𝑃
2 ℎ2 =

𝜎𝐴
2

𝜎𝑃
2 

In the above formulas, 𝜎𝑃
2 is the variance for a given phenotype and includes 

any influence from the environment, 𝜎𝐺
2  is the genotypic variance among 

clones, and 𝜎𝐴
2 is the additive variance among offspring. If the value for a given 

trait is similar between related individuals, it may be under some degree of 
genetic control. A trait with high heritability would likely have more variation 
in performance between family groups than within family groups. When a trait 
has low values of heritability, you could expect individual performance will be 
independent of genotype. Heritability can be confounded by exogenous 
variables. For instance, if some trees experienced different site conditions, their 
performance may be worse or better than the general population. This would 
cause total trait variance to increase, reducing estimates of heritability, even if 
the trait was actually highly heritable. Here, accounting for environmental 
conditions (Chen, Helmersson, Westin, Karlsson, & Wu, 2018) and testing 
across sites (Stener & Hedenberg, 2003; Stener & Jansson, 2005) can improve 
estimates of heritability. In reverse, small site variation could artificially 
increase heritability estimates when the trait in question is not under genetic 
control (Mikola et al., 2014). Replications and large-scale testing can help to 
improve heritability estimates, but also reduce general measurement errors. 
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2.5.3.3 Genotypic coefficients of variation 

The genetic coefficients of variation (GCV) have different formulas for clones 
(GCVG) and offspring (GCVA), using either a genotypic or additive standard 
deviation respectively. The following formulas are also common formulas for 
forestry genetic analysis, and here are from Stener and Jansson (2005). 

𝐺𝐶𝑉𝐺 =
𝜎𝐺100

�̅�
 𝐺𝐶𝑉𝐴 =

𝜎𝐴100

�̅�
 

Here �̅� is the phenotypic mean for the trait under investigation. High GCV 
suggest there is variance for a given trait within the population which is due to 
genetic differences. It is also desirable in a breeding programme to get high 
GCV estimates since if the phenotype has high variation the trait will be easier 
to select and breed for. If all individuals performed the same, or performance 
did not vary between genotypes, it would be difficult to select the best 
individuals for further breeding. 

2.5.3.4 Genotypic and phenotypic correlations 

Although the notation and formulas vary between texts, correlations are often 
calculated using the following formulas, again from Stener and Jansson (2005). 
The numerator is the covariance between two traits (or two ages), while the 
numerator is the product of the traits’ standard deviations. 

𝑟𝐺 =
𝜎𝐺1𝐺2

𝜎𝐺1𝜎𝐺2
 𝑟𝐴 =

𝜎𝐴1𝐴2

𝜎𝐴1𝜎𝐴2
 

The choice to calculate genotypic (𝑟𝐺) or additive (𝑟𝐴) correlations depends 
on whether it is for clones or offspring respectively. The difference between 
genetic and phenotypic correlations using these formulas is the additional 
genetic information included in the variance and covariance estimates. Usually 
this in the form of a kinship matrix, and so the notation for these calculations is 
excluded here. If the 𝑟 (correlation) value between two traits or ages is high, it 
is likely that as one trait changes, the other will change too. Correlations can be 
positive or negative, which may be beneficial or detrimental in a tree breeding 
programme. Therefore, researchers are concerned about unfavourable 
genotypic correlations, such as the negative genotypic correlation between 
DBH and wood density (Stener & Hedenberg, 2003). Correlations can 
otherwise be used for indirect selection, or early selection (assessing genetics 
trials at younger ages) if early performance correlates to later performance. 

2.5.3.5 Genetic correlations between sites 

This is calculated by ranking trait performance by family or clonal group and 
then calculating the correlation between rankings between sites. If the genetic 
correlation between sites was equal to 1, then if each genetic group was ordered 
based on average performance, the order would be the same at each site. It 
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would also suggest a low G×E interaction and that the best genetic groups 
(clones or families) will have the best performance across sites. A low genetic 
correlation between sites suggests there is some G×E interaction, and that the 
best genetic material for deployment will vary by site. 

2.5.4 Birch breeding to replace silviculture 

If a trait is under strong genetic control, breeding is expected to improve this 
trait in subsequent generations (genetic gain) compared with unimproved 
material. This gain requires little upkeep; unlike any improvements due to 
silviculture which will only improve the existing stand. The assumption is that 
the eventual gains from genetic improvement will outweigh the large initial 
investment. For birch, this assumes that future consumers will have similar 
preferences to the current market, and that there will be a financial premium for 
the improved material. Unfortunately, markets may change before the trees are 
ready for harvest. To limit this risk, breeders can produce a range of “superior 

populations” with different objectives. This is also motivation to reduce the 
breeding cycle length; measure trees earlier and reduce the rotation length. 
Breeding can also target survival under different growing conditions, which 
may become more important with projected climate change (Rousi et al., 2012). 

Swedish birch breeders have managed to improve volume growth and stem 
form compared to unimproved or local seed sources through selection. Stener 
and Jansson (2005) reported values for 10-year-old silver birch clone and 
progeny trials, and stated that southern Sweden could generally be treated as a 
single deployment zone. This was supported by low estimates of G×E effects, 
which suggests that the best families and genotypes will perform well across 
sites. Their study also found growth could be improved and earlier 
measurements related well to later measurements (Stener & Jansson, 2005). 
Earlier, Stener and Hedenberg (2003) reported low heritabilities for stem form 
traits (except for number of branches) in an 11-year-old silver birch clonal trial. 
Volume and dry matter had high heritability estimates and reasonable genotypic 
variation, so reasonable genetic gains could be expected in a breeding 
programme targeting these traits. Wood density and fibre traits had high 
heritability but low genotypic variation, so selection for these traits may be 
difficult (Stener & Hedenberg, 2003). Sweden has managed to breed improved 
material with an expected volume increase of 5-20% compared to unimproved 
material (Jansson et al., 2017), so birch growth models may need to be updated 
for improved material (Liziniewicz et al., 2022). Unfavourable negative 
genotypic correlations between birch DBH and wood density (Stener & 
Hedenberg, 2003) or DBH and hardness (Baliuckienė & Baliuckas, 2006) 
suggest that birch wood properties should be included in breeding programmes. 
Otherwise, improving volume growth through breeding may inadvertently 
reduce birch wood density. 
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2.6 Concluding remarks 
The aim of this thesis was to compare management options to improve birch 
wood properties in southern Sweden. It is clear from the literature review that 
there are a number of interacting factors which could cause minor or major 
changes in birch stem form and wood properties and anatomical characteristics. 

There was no investigation of how the measured traits affect subsequent 
wood processing, and instead this work relied on relationships observed by 
other researchers. Seemingly birch colour, size, decay and defects should be key 
traits to consider owing to their large influence on log grade value (Luostarinen 
& Verkasalo, 2000), however time was limited and no stems were felled or 
sectioned in this thesis work. For Swedish birch, visually assessed traits; e.g. 
size, stem form, and branch characteristics, are commonly measured while solid 
wood traits are seldom considered. The use of modern measurement techniques 
allowed for larger sample sizes without damaging the stems. Such methods 
could therefore be applied at a larger scale to a range of species and genotypes. 
These results could capture regional variation but also species differences, to 
improve allocation of sites to certain species or even genetic material. 

It seems that birch improvement efforts in Norway are catching up to 
Sweden, which in turn has tried to catch up with Finland. Sweden may have 
shorter rotations and therefore faster breeding cycles, but the lack of reliable 
markets has prevented active birch management to the same degree as in 
Finland (Hynynen et al., 2010). Despite this, Swedish tree breeders have 
produced “Ekebo5”: their 5th generation of birch with improved volume growth, 
straightness and branches, and is already establishing seed nurseries for 
“Ekebo6” (Fahlvik et al., 2021). The knowledge and practices applied to birch 
can be applied to other native broadleaved species, and similarly birch has 
benefited from studies of other European hardwoods (beech and poplars for 
example). Birches’ faster rotations and wide distribution have aided research 
and collaborative efforts, and make it a model species for developing 
broadleaved or hardwood tree breeding programs. 

Some Swedish hardwood processors import birch logs (J. Johansson, 2008), 
however this could eventually be sourced locally if domestic markets 
consistently demand saw logs. Without any financial premium there is little 
motivation to invest in or manage birch. Still, there are tree breeders and forest 
managers who are preparing for this to change. Sweden’s predicted future 
climate may encourage further investment in birch and broadleaved species. 
Increased fire and wind events, and increased pests and pathogens, are 
phenomena that may place conifers at a disadvantage (Felton et al., 2022). Birch 
is one management option considered to possibly increase forest resilience to 
combat future uncertainties. 
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3 Methodology 

The described methods aim not only to be sufficiently detailed to allow for 
replication, but also to show some of the motivation behind their use. Some 
measurement options were considered or trialled, but not included in any 
publications. An attempt was made to use the NDT tools according to the 
instructions provided by the manufacturer. 

3.1 Materials and methods 
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate birch in southern Sweden. Sites 
(Figure 9) were selected based on availability and suitability: birch or mixed 
birch-spruce stands with known management history. Broadly, two age groups 
were included: young stands under 20 years old, and a mature stand above 30 
years old. There were also two establishment methods: planting containerised 
improved birch progeny, or planting Norway spruce and letting birch naturally 
regenerate. Radial growth rate and wood density profiles provided an 
opportunity to include historic values for these sites. 

3.1.1 Study sites 

3.1.1.1 Brunsberg (1) and Hyssna (2) 

The Brunsberg and Hyssna sites had the same 28 silver birch (B. pendula Roth.) 
families planted during spring 1999 from 1-year-old containerised stock at a 2 
× 2 m spacing. This material included clones for some of the genotypes, and 
half-sib or full-sib relatives. The sites were 19 years old when assessed in 2018 
for size, stem form, and NDT values. 

3.1.1.2 Nybro (3) 

This site was slightly outside of Nybro town, and was planted during spring 
2003 with 1-year-old containerised stock at a 2 × 2 m spacing. The material 
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included seedlings from full-sib and half-sib downy birch (B. pubescens Ehrh.) 
families, alongside some improved silver birch (B. pendula Roth.) seedlings. 

3.1.1.3 Asa (4) 

The site at Asa was planted with Norway spruce during spring 1985 with 3-
year-old bare-root seedlings. Birch naturally regenerated into this stand, which 
was thinned in 1992 to create plots with varying proportions of spruce and birch 
by stem number (0%, 20%, and 50% birch). Silver birch is expected to account 
for most of the birches (93% or more) and previous measurements from this site 
have been published in other studies (Fahlvik et al., 2011).  

 

 

 

3.1.2 Measurements 

3.1.2.1 Stem form measurement 

In Sweden, diameter at breast height (DBH) is measured at 1.3 m from the 
ground using callipers across the stem. Often DBH is measured in two 

Figure 9: Map adapted from Paper IV. Southern Sweden with triangles near measurement 
sites (numbered), squares near cities (named). 
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directions, and here it was measured north-south then east-west. DBH can then 
be used to create height-diameter curves where height is predicted from DBH 
using a subsample of heights. Dead trees are excluded from all measurements. 

Straightness was a more subjective measure since it ranked the 3D deviation 
from a central axis. The photos of stem straightness (Figure 10) are examples 
showing 2D deviation for the lower 3 m stem section. For this thesis field work, 
the lower 8 m of stem was assessed, and 1-2 points were subtracted from the 
total score if only a small section (1-2 m) of the stem was bent. A 1-9 ranking 
scale was used, where 9 was the best. 

 
Bow (3) Kink or bend (4) Perfectly straight (9) 

    

 
 
Branches were also assessed for the lower 8 m of the stem, and scored 1-9 

for frequency, diameter, and angle, all in relation to the stem. If the lower 8 m 
section of the stem had less than two branches it would likely receive a 9 for 
branch frequency, whereas if the lowest section had continuous branching it 
would receive the lowest possible score (1). The worst branch in the lower 8 m 
section was considered for scoring branch diameter and angle. If branches were 
twig-like in this section, or their diameter was less than 1/9th of the stem’s 

diameter at their point of attachment, the stem’s branch diameter score would 
be 9. A score of 1 for branch diameter would likely reflect either an epicormic 
branch or a multileader (stem forks), which were recorded as separate defects 
and so no tree scored 1 for branch diameter. An epicormic branch could also be 
considered as having an angle of 0° relative to the stem axis. The best branches 
are perpendicular to the stem axis (angle is 90° or a perfect right angle) and 
were scored 9 for their angle. This was also a visual assessment, but the 
intention was that the worst branch’s angle to the stem could be divided by 10 

and this would be the score. No branches below 8 m was recorded as a pruned 
stem, with Hyssna having the most branch-free stems (Figure 11). If the lowest 
8 m section was branchless, the next 8 m section was roughly scored for the 

Figure 10: Examples of birch stems for different straightness scores. 
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three branch scores (which was difficult given their distance from the ground). 
The branch scores were later tallied to get a single overall branch score (Paper 
III) which ranged from 3-30 and considered the status of pruned or unpruned. 

 
Pruned to 8 m Unpruned below 8 m 

  

 
 
Bark thickness was measured using callipers for the frozen discs from Asa as 

the thickest point in the directions: maximum diameter top (north), across east, 
maximum diameter south, and across west. A stem bark height measurement 
was used in the field; a tape measure was placed at the base of the stem and the 
point where the smooth bark predominated (was greater than 50% of the stem 
surface) was recorded to the nearest 5 cm. This FBH score accounted for 
variation in bark roughness around the stem where stem faces often had 
different amounts of rough fissured bark; it also ignored sporadic rough bark. 
Some stems had effectively 0 cm of rough bark, at Nybro particularly because 
the stems were younger and there was downy birch. This was not measured at 
Asa since FBH was often above operator head height. 

 

Figure 11: Example birch stems: pruned (left) and unpruned (right). 
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3.1.2.2 Non-destructive tools 

 

  

   

 
 
A range of tools and methods were considered or trialled, although some were 
impractical or unreliable for birch. The selected options (Figure 12) were: a 
wedge grain angle meter for average grain angle (GA), a resistance to 
penetration (hardness) tool which approximates wood density (Pilodyn 6J 
Forest densitometer, PROCEQ, Zurich, Switzerland), a Time-of-Flight (ToF) 
acoustic velocity (AV) tool for standing tree measurements (Fakopp 

Figure 12: From top left to bottom right: wedge grain angle meter, Pilodyn penetrometer, 
Fakopp TreeSonic timer, IML Fractometer. 
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microsecond timer, FAKOPP Enterprise, Agfalva, Hungary), a bending 
mechanism which tests the strength of cores (Fractometer II, IML, Wiesloch, 
Germany), and an X-ray scanner for sample wood density (Itrax scanning 
densitometer, Cox Analytical Systems, Mölndal, Sweden). The Itrax is a 
laboratory-based NDT method, so it is discussed in section 3.1.2.3. 

Other NDT tools were trialled, such as the resistograph resistance to 
penetration drill (Rinntech, Germany) and ToF Hitman (HM) 300 (FibreGen, 
New Zealand), but did not seem appropriate for birch, due to differences in 
wood and stem form compared with other species. The HM Director 200 
(FibreGen, New Zealand) and TreeTap ToF timer (UC Canterbury, New 
Zealand) both provided reasonable estimates for a sample of 10 birches in 
Canterbury, New Zealand. The HM Director 200 tool tests 2+ m sections with 
two cut faces for resonance-based AV whereas, like the HM 300 or the 
TreeSonic timer, the TreeTap measures ToF and can be used on standing trees. 
The TreeTap and the HM Director 200 seemed to work for birch. 

Stiffness for pine cores taken at 1.3 m has been reasonably well correlated to 
board stiffness (Psaltis et al., 2021), and Pilodyn penetration at 1.3 m can be 
reasonably related to average wood density in eucalyptus (Raymond & 
MacDonald, 1998). Since birch wood density (Heräjärvi, 2004b) and stiffness 
(Heräjärvi, 2004a) have slight variation in the longitudinal direction, 
assessments of birch wood properties at breast height are likely related to whole 
tree values. Measurements were therefore centred around 1.3 m with no study 
of longitudinal variation. 

Grain angle measurements and Pilodyn penetration depth were taken at 1.3 
m on both the north and south stem faces. These measurements were shifted 
slightly if branches or other defects were present, and trees with rough bark at 
1.3 m were excluded. The rough bark interfered with grain angle and Pilodyn 
measurements, whereas measuring through the thin white bark provided values 
similar to those obtained from a bark window. Both tools only give an outermost 
measurement, and were therefore prone to errors such as sampling an 
unrepresentative point in the stem, incorrect use, issues reading the meters, and 
transcription errors. “Pilo” was the average of two or more measurements per 
stem face, while GA is a single value averaged for both stem faces. 
Measurements were also often repeated and shifted slightly if a mistake was 
made or values seemed abnormal. 

All ToF measurements were taken during autumn since they could be 
affected by moisture content, which affects wood stiffness, strength, and 
density. The ToF measurements represent trees in a green state, for a 1 m section 
from 0.8 m to 1.8 m for all sites. The tool setup involves inserting two probes 
into the wood at a 45° angle to the stem. The inducer probe is 1 m above the 
measurement probe, and is hit squarely with a hammer to create an acoustic 
wave. After a few hits to turn the machine on and to test the setup, the device 
readings should reach a stable value; ± 2 microseconds (µs). The readings are 
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the time taken for an acoustic wave to travel between the probes. The setup was 
shifted slightly where measurement failed or values seemed abnormal; a reading 
below 100 µs or above 500 µs could be assumed to be an artefact, but the device 
also reports when readings fail. The setup shift was either upwards slightly or 
sideways slightly, with both probes shifted to ensure a 1 m ToF path. This was 
measured on the southern stem face in the genetics trials. Asa was measured in 
the north-east and north-west directions, and an additional north value was 
measured if these varied by more than 30 µs. AV has been found to relate to 
cell length (Huang, Lindström, Nakada, & Ralston, 2003), MFA (Hong, Fries, 
Lundqvist, Andersson Gull, & Wu, 2015), or even fibre length in B. platyphylla 
(Erdene-Ochir, Ishiguri, Nezu, Tumenjargal, Sarkhad, et al., 2020). A study in 
Ireland found a good relationship (R2 of 0.59) between standing ToF and 
bending stiffness for hardwood species including birch (Llana et al., 2020), so 
it was assumed that ToF values represented underlying wood properties. 

When cores were taken, the borer was pushed into the stem, keeping it 
horizontal. A piece of wood was pushed against the exit point on the opposite 
side to reduce core breakage. Cores were removed and checked for defects, and 
to ensure the pith was included. They were then placed into paper tubes labelled 
with tree position, site information, and direction of sampling (north was 
marked). Cores for moisture content were sealed in plastic bags until later 
measurement, and processed within a few hours. Cores for Itrax and maceration 
were left to dry on racks in their paper tubes, which were opened to allow 
airflow, and kept the cores straight as they dried. 

The Fractometer II was applied to green cores at the Asa site only, and within 
an hour of collection. Only half of a radial profile was needed. The Fractometer 
II has a 5 mm diameter sample holder with a bending lever. Debarked samples 
were placed in the holder so that the outermost part reached the edge of the 
bending arm before any bending test. As per the tool instructions, the core was 
slowly bent until it broke, and the force and angle were recorded. A length of 5 
mm was then cut from the centre of the broken-off piece to be placed in the 
compression testing part. The force required to crush the samples perpendicular 
to the grain was recorded. Each core was tested along the length from the bark 
to get three test locations per core. Each test location had a value for bending 
force, bending angle, and compression strength, respectively (9 values per core). 

3.1.2.3 Laboratory based methods 

Maceration of wood shavings from 12 mm diameter wooden cores included 
dividing the cores into quarters, and then combining north and south samples to 
create two samples per tree. Inner and outer shavings were then placed in glass 
jars with a mixture of equal parts hydrogen peroxide and acetic acid. These were 
heated at 60°C until the wood shavings turned white, and then agitated to 
separate the wood cells. Wood cells were then rinsed with water and a series of 
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ethanol solutions, then stored in 80% ethanol. Cells were later pipetted onto 
microscope slides to measure: fibre length, vessel length, and vessel width.  

Microscopy work used the light microscope Olympus BX63F, equipped with 
a DP73 colour CCD cooled camera which can take a maximum image resolution 
of 17.28 megapixels. The software programme cellSens DIMENSION 1.18 
(Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) was used to make measurements or take photographs. 
Measurements of macerated wood cells were made using the cellSens software. 
Sliced radial-transverse 30 µm thick were made using a sledge-microtome 
(WSL laboratory microtome, Switzerland). The blade of the microtome was 
replaced before each microscope slice was made (Figure 13). Scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) was performed by Geoffrey Daniel at SLU, Alnarp (Chapter 
4) for two Nybro samples (macerated and sliced wood). The samples were 
coated with a layer of gold using an Emitech K550X sputter coater (Ashford, 
England) and photographed under a Philips XL30 (Eindhoven, Netherlands) 
SEM at an accelerating voltage of 10−15 kV. 

 
Macerated fibres (~100 µm long) 30 µm thick section  

 

 

 
 
The green weight (g) of 5 mm diameter cores was measured to 3 dp for both 

moisture content (MC) and wood density calculations. Cores were divided into 
shorter lengths before weighing and labelled with location and tree identity (TI). 
For moisture content, samples were then slowly oven dried at 103°C ± 2°C. 
Samples were considered oven-dry once weight was constant for three 
measurements, with at least an hour between measurements. Oven-dry weight 
was recorded, subtracted from green weight, and then divided by oven-dry 
weight to get MC. MC values were obtained for 19, 24, 17 and 15 birch cores 
from Hyssna, Brunsberg, Nybro and Asa respectively. For Asa the samples were 
then placed in water until they were fully saturated; weight measurements are 

Figure 13: Examples of microscope samples to measure vessel and cell length: macerated 
cells (left), or cell diameter and wall thickness: transverse-radial slices (right). 
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constant and the samples no longer float (maximum volume). The water 
displacement method was used to measure volume by completely submerging 
samples into a container of water placed on scales with the weight set to zero. 
The weight of the displaced water (g) is approximately equal to the sample’s 

volume (mL); Archimedes’ principle. Basic density (kg m−3) is then calculated 
from oven-dry weight divided by saturated volume. 

Wooden radial cores and sawn disc sections were mounted onto pine boards 
and sawn to 2 mm thick. These were conditioned for 8 hours inside the Itrax 
chamber to reach an equilibrium moisture content at the machine’s relative 

humidity (RH). This machine was the Itrax X-ray microdensitometer and 
scanned the 2 mm thick sections in batches, along with a calibration sample of 
known density and a range of thicknesses. This scan results in an X-ray light-
intensity (LI) image in greyscale (Figure 14). Images were doctored to remove 
white noise and other artefacts of the scanning process. True sample thickness 
was measured using digital callipers to 3 dp. RH and operating temperature 
were recorded for each batch, before and after the scan. The software 
programme LIGNOVISION™ (Rinntech, Heidelberg, Germany) was then used 
to manually define ring boundaries. Output from this was an average per-ring 
LI value and the ring width for each year (growth ring). LI was converted to 
wood density through a formula which includes true sample thickness, the 
calibration sample LI values and thickness, and operating RH and temperature 
for each batch.  

 

   

 
 
The methods used for microscopy and Itrax sample preparation could be used 

for cut sections or cores. Smaller diameter cores are prone to breakage, they can 

Figure 14: From left to right: 2 mm thick wooden cores mounted with plastic 
calibration sample, Itrax scanning chamber, light-intensity image (X-ray scan). 
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distort during drying, and it is common to have issues locating the pith for birch, 
which often grows asymmetrically. 

3.1.2.4 Material provided by other researchers 

Historic site measurement information was available for most of the sites used 
in this thesis. This usually included some general site information, but also 
historic inventory measurements of DBH and height at different ages. 

3.2 Data analysis 
Each research paper featured different types of data analysis, but most included 
some comparisons between different groups. The statistical software R (R, 
2019) version 3.6.1 was used, alongside Microsoft Excel (Office, 2016) for data 
management and ASReml (Gilmour, Gogel, Cullis, & Thompson, 2009; Isik, 
Holland, & Maltecca, 2017) for genetic analyses. Here, analysis of variance and 
t-tests (paired and unpaired) were commonplace, alongside calculations of 
Pearson’s correlation coefficients and R2. Maximum likelihood (ML) values, 
best-linear unbiased predictors (BLUP) or estimators (BLUE) or restricted 
estimate maximum likelihood (REML) are common methods in R for 
estimating model coefficients. The R package ggplot2 was used to produce 
many of the graphs included in this thesis and related manuscripts. 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Pearson’s r) was commonly used in these 
studies. This correlation statistic divides covariance for two variables by the 
variance for each variable separately where the variables are linearly related. If 
their covariance is nearly equal to their total variance it is likely the two are 
related. It is not the coefficient of determination (r2 or R2) for linear 
relationships, which roughly shows how much of the variation in one variable 
can explain the variation in the other variable. 

Model building generally resulted in a linear-mixed effects model, due to 
ease of interpretation and the ability to include multiple variable types. Random 
effects tested included row, plot, site, TI, DBH class, ranking classes (1-9), year, 
age, and some interactions between variables (plot within site for instance). 
These models were compared by analysis of variance to determine which model 
parameters contributed the most to explaining the total variance of a given 
dependent variable. The residual variance is then partitioned to any random 
variables, with any remaining variance “unexplained” by the model, i.e. the 
error term. Model variables can then be dropped if they have a p-value 
exceeding the designated alpha (α) value (generally 0.01 or 0.05 in this process) 
or to test their relative improvement to the model’s fit (based on residual 

analysis or model metrics). Likewise, extreme values (outliers) can have their 
influence on model fit tested. 
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3.2.1 Modelling properties 

The above measurements were also studied for phenotypic relationships. In part, 
these relationships could be used to predict performance for any hard to measure 
trait, similar to the earlier mentioned indirect measurements. The process 
generally included exploratory data analysis, to identify data distributions and 
search for correlations. Model building then included dropping or adding 
variables, and testing different model forms and interactions. Testing the 
goodness of model fit and comparing models was an important part of this 
process and k-fold model validation was performed in Paper III. One risk is 
finding significant variables and relationships by chance, so hypotheses and 
significance threshold (α) were set before model building and data were often 
subset to test model robustness (Figure 15). 

 

 
 
 
Stepwise model building starts with all independent variables and iteratively 

drops the model term with the lowest p-value (backwards selection). These 
variables could be added later (forward selection) or in an interaction term and 
the results compared to if other variables were dropped. This process aimed to 
identify potential relationships between variables and determine if these varied 
by treatment, site or species. Here models were built to make inferences about 
the data rather than be used for prediction. Larger independent samples are 
needed for true model validation and calibration. The final models reported in 
this thesis were generally of the form: 
 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦 ~ 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎  + 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑎  + ⋯ + (1 | 𝑇𝐼𝑖) 
 
Where Property is the dependent variable being modelled: wood density, 

AV, or another measured variable. A Factor is any variable with multiple levels, 
e.g. site, measurement location, proportion of birch. There could be multiple 
factors in a single model, and DBH class, site, and age were often trialled. If 

Collection of data
Identifying potential issues 
and errors with data 
(outliers and data 
distribution)
Testing for simple 
correlations and expected 
relationships from 
literature

• Exploratory data analysis

Stepwise model building 
considering p-values and 
model resiuduals
Trialling different model 
forms and variables to 
improve model fit
Transforming variables or 
including interactions and 
random effects

• Model building

10-fold model validation 
to compare linear model 
forms built from random 
subsamples
Comparing summary 
metrics (MAE, RSME, 
R2) for 5 best-fit models

• Model validation

Figure 15: Data exploration and model building process for phenotypic relationships 
between traits. 
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only one level of a factor was significant, the factor could be converted to a 
binary factor and model fit tested again. Likewise, interactions between model 
variables were tested, but dropped if the p-value was higher than for the model 
terms separately. Here, TI is the unique identity of each measured tree, and 
could be further nested by site. The notation in the above equation shows TI is 
a random effect. This section could be a different variable or include another 
hierarchical level; to show TI was nested by site, or that observations were 
within ring numbers (age) within TIs. 
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4 Results and Discussion 

A general table of trait averages by site shows differences by age for stem 
diameter (DBH), grain angle (GA), Pilodyn penetration depth (Pilo), acoustic 
velocity (AV), and wood density (Table 5). Asa had stems where the fissured 
bark height (FBH) was above operator height, preventing height measurement. 
Here, Pilo was lower (hardness was higher) than the family averages reported 
by Baliuckienė and Baliuckas (2006): around 18-20 mm for 7-year-old birch. It 
is likely that wood density and hardness are higher in older birch stands. 

 
Table 5: Birch wood properties from the four sites included in this thesis. 

        Site Hyssna Brunsberg Nybro Asa 
Trait   Downy Silver  
Age (years) 19 19 15 15 35 
DBH (mm) 110 98 73* 110 206 
FBH (cm) 67 46 14* 69  
GA (°) −1.8 −1.5 −1.7* −2.0  
Pilo (mm) 17.6 17.2 17.8 17.4  
AV (m s−1) 4,184 4,237 3,873 3,892 4,340 
Density  
(kg m−3) 

431 444 399 408 498 

Fibre length outer 
(µm) 

  987 994  

* Downy significantly lower than silver birch at Nybro, from unpaired t-tests (α = 0.05) 
 
The birch in these studies often had lower wood density values than those 

reported in the literature (Table 3), but were also some of the few managed birch 
sites in Sweden and were young material as a result. The naturally regenerated 
birches at Asa could be either silver or downy birch, but it was estimated that 
over 90% of them were silver birch (Fahlvik et al., 2011). Any true differences 
between birch species may be minor, and were insignificant for Pilo, AV, and 
wood density at Nybro (Table 5). 
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Silver birch fibre and vessel attributes were measured within rings and 
between years by Fabisiak and Helińska-Raczkowska (1998) for 3 stems. Bhat 
and Kärkkäinen (1980) measured between years and along the stem for 2 silver 
birch and 2 downy birch stems, and are often cited for their observed difference 
in number of scalariform perforation plate bars between the birch species. In 
agreement with their results, silver birch vessels had fewer bars than downy 
birch when two outer-wood samples from Nybro were compared (Figure 16) 
for 10 vessels from each species. Bhat commonly measured Finnish birch 
anatomical and mechanical properties (Bhat, 1980a, 1980b, 1982; Bhat & 
Kärkkäinen, 1980, 1981), however these were usually for a small number of 
samples, likely due to labour intensive methods. Bonham and Barnett (2001) 
measured birch cell wall MFA for a single tree, truly illustrating how small 
some studies samples sizes are. There are large sample sizes for plantation 
conifer species, even within Sweden, often for specific management options. 
Norway spruce examples include: genetics trials (Chen et al., 2016), fertilizer 
studies (C. Lundgren, 2004; Mäkinen, Saranpää, & Linder, 2002), and site 
differences (S.-O. Lundqvist, Ekenstedt, Grahn, & Wilhelmsson, 2002).  

 
Downy birch Silver birch 

  

  

 
 
Varied resources, methods, and technologies have resulted in differences 

between birch studies, for wood properties and anatomical characteristics. Some 

Figure 16: Top: vessel perforation plates, Lower: 30 µm transverse section, SEM 
photographs by Geoffrey Daniel at SLU. 
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recent studies of birch wood properties have also suffered from small sample 
sizes (Dobrowolska et al., 2020; Llana et al., 2020) but the trends are fairly 
similar across studies. In addition, many of the listed anatomical studies are 
frequently cited despite their small sample sizes due to a lack of more modern 
studies. Few controlled experiments and managed forests also mean studies are 
specific to a site and management history. Questions like: “is birch diffuse-
porous or semi-diffuse-porous?” or “will growth rate affect wood density?” can 

therefore have different answers depending on the sample and methods. 

4.1 Answering the research questions from 1.4 
The research questions from section 1.4 are answered below, with further details 
provided in the corresponding sections: 

(1) Including wood traits in silver and downy birch breeding: section 4.3 
a. Pilo and GA were highly heritable, and GA had high genetic 

variation so would be a good selection criteria or objective trait 
in silver birch and downy birch breeding programmes. 

b. Few or low genotypic correlations were observed between 
wood traits, so most traits can be independently targeted for 
improvement. 

c. Silver birch family performance for wood traits was consistent 
between sites Hyssna and Brunsberg, i.e. low G×E. 

d. Stem quality traits and GA were significantly different 
between silver and downy birch, which was not the case for 
other wood and cell properties. 

(2) Despite average Itrax wood density being poorly related to DBH (Paper 
I), birch wood density was negatively related to ring width even when 
data were grouped by ring number (Paper III): section 4.2.1  

(3) Some phenotypic relationships existed between traits, however these 
were generally low to moderate: section 4.4.1 

a. Aside from a consistent relationship between wood density 
and growth rate, these relationships varied by species, age and 
site. AV was well correlated with fibre length at Nybro for 
both silver and downy birch, and AV was slightly related to 
DBH for mature birch at Asa. 

(4) Although this study considered the influence of varying birch 
proportion (0%, 20%, and 50%) on spruce and birch wood quality, here 
only the values for birch are reported. 

a. Birch AV was not significantly different between treatments; 
section 4.2.2 

b. DBH, and to a lower degree straightness, were slightly related 
to AV: section 4.4.3 
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4.2 Wood properties and radial variation 

4.2.1 Density and ring width 

Radial profiles of average basal area increment (BAI) have rapid early growth 
(Figure 17), a similar trend to that observed by Vanhellemont, Van Acker, and 
Verheyen (2016) for silver birch averages in northern Belgium. The BAI values 
here were slightly lower than for the Belgium study, and this could be due to 
differences in growing conditions; the longer growing seasons and warmer 
climate in Belgium than in Sweden. Values may be missing at the edges due to 
incorrect ring labelling resulting in fewer observations. Vanhellemont et al. 
(2016) also experienced difficulties distinguishing between silver birch ring 
boundaries. As the birches represent improved material, it would be surprising 
if natural stands have faster growth rates (Liziniewicz et al., 2022). Plots of ring 
width were commonly used despite BAI continuing to increase until ring 10 or 
so. In Paper III, BAI as a model term was highly correlated with ring width and 
so was excluded from final ring wood density models.  

 

 

 

  
Ring width declined as distance from the pith increased (ring number or age) 

whereas wood density continued to increase (Figure 18). Dobrowolska et al. 
(2020) also reported an increase in wood density with distance from the pith. 
This increase should eventually plateau in outer or older rings, and Erdene-
Ochir et al. (2021) found the relationship between ring width and wood density 
varied between inner- and outer-wood for B. platyphylla. Ring density had high 
between year correlations (ring width values too) which were higher for years 

Figure 17: BAI (cm2 y−1) by ring number and site. Black is Hyssna (a), light grey is 
Brunsberg (b), and for Nybro mid-grey is Silver (c) or Downy birch (d). 
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closer together (Paper III appendix). From this, it is likely that variables age, 
year, and ring number had similar or confounded effects on ring wood density.  

 

 

 
 
Asa wood density and MC measurements are for a subsample of buffer trees 

without historic growth rate (although Itrax values were obtained). The 
innermost measurements likely relate best to the other measured stands as they 
include wood close to the pith (juvenile wood). In Figure 19, and moving from 

Figure 18: Radial profiles of Itrax ring Density (DENSItrax, grey) and ring width 
(RW, black) for silver birch at Hyssna (a), Brunsberg (b) and Nybro silver birch 

(c) and downy birch (d). DENSItrax is kg m−3 and RW is mm/100. Points are 
averages and bars are standard deviations.  
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inner north to outer south, average basic density values are: 460, 443, 502, 488, 
566 and 532 kg m−3. 

 

 

 
 

4.2.2 Fibre and vessel measurements 

Birch has a radial trend with larger but fewer vessels, and fewer rays, further 
from the pith in older rings (Bhat & Kärkkäinen, 1980). There may however be 
minor within ring differences in anatomical properties (Fabisiak & Helińska-
Raczkowska, 1998). The outer values for downy birch were: fibre length 987 
μm, vessel length 729 μm, and vessel width 86 μm. The same measurements for 
silver birch were 994 μm, 706 μm, and 94 μm respectively, and the difference 
between species was insignificant based on t-tests (α = 0.05). Inner 
measurements were significantly different than outer measurements based on 
paired t-tests and plots (Figure 20). Although fibre lengths were similar, vessel 
length was much higher than the values reported by Fabisiak and Helińska-
Raczkowska (1998), where inner vessel length was probably around age 6 (480 
μm) and outer around age 9 (520 μm). Perhaps this is the result of fast growing 
birch having different transport and structural demands, or is an artefact of 
measurements; ignoring broken vessels may have resulted in some short vessels 
being excluded. The vessel lengths are closer to those from Bhat (1980b) for 
45-56-year-old silver (780 μm) and downy (760 μm) birch. Here inner- and 
outer-wood differences are reported, but silver and downy birch wood 
anatomical characteristics can also vary due to site and climatic factors 
(Luostarinen et al., 2017a, 2017b; Luostarinen, Huotari, & Tillman-Sutela, 
2009; Luostarinen & Möttönen, 2010). 
 

 

Figure 19: Average basic density (kg m−3) from Asa by radial sampling location. 
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Fibre length (μm) Vessel length (μm) Vessel width (μm) 

   

 
 

4.2.3 Moisture content 

The subsample of cores from all sites were sectioned for inner (near the pith), 
mid, and outer moisture content (Figure 21). This was to match the sampling 
locations used by Tomczak et al. (2021) to study seasonal variation in birch 
wood MC: juvenile (inner), inner-mature, and outer-mature. In this thesis the 
younger sites were divided into two sections, whereas Asa stems were larger so 
were divided into thirds. The sampling work in this thesis occurred close to 
birch dormancy. Although there may be differences due to site and recent 
climate conditions, in Tomczak et al. (2021) the range of moisture contents were 
similar (~30-100%) and MC also decreased towards the bark. 

 

 

 

Figure 20: Cell dimensions by sampling location and species. Silver birch is grey, 
downy birch is black, points are mean values and horizontal bars are value ranges. 

Figure 21: Moisture content sampled for Asa around October 2020 (end of September 
till early November), and 2018 mid-September for Hyssna, end of September 

Brunsberg, and end of October for Nybro. 
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4.3 Improvement through breeding  
To make genetic gains, the best individuals are selected for further crosses, so 
improvement is realised in the future generations. The breeder’s equation uses 

trait heritability and a selection intensity score (S) which accounts for trait 
variation. Other researchers have applied the breeder’s equation to calculate 

expected genetic gain (level of improvement in subsequent generations 
compared to the current generation) which was not undertaken in this work.  

4.3.1 Heritability and variation 

Some traits were highly heritable (around 0.5) but had low genetic coefficients 
of variation (Table 6). Of particular interest, FBH had reasonable heritability 
(h2) estimates so could be somewhat under genetic control. This could be due 
to a relationship between DBH and FBH, or may represent a similar trend to 
that observed by Viherä-Aarnio and Velling (2017) where bark thickness was 
related to the origin of the genetic material. FBH genetic variation (GCVA) was 
low at Hyssna, but it may be a trait of interest for future studies of birch genetics. 
For GA, reasonable heritability estimates (around 0.2) and high genetic 
variation (above 18%) suggest birch breeding programmes could include this as 
an objective trait, both for silver and downy birch. Downy birch had lower GA 
values than silver birch at Nybro so could be targeted in a breeding program 
which aims to produce straight-grained progeny sooner. Pilo had high estimates 
for heritability (above 0.4) but inconsistent and low genetic variation, so could 
be difficult to improve through selection. AV can relate to other wood 
properties, but had low genetic variation, and low heritability at Hyssna. 
 

Table 6: Estimates of heritability (h2) and genetic coefficients of variation (GCV). 

Trait Genetic Values: h2 (GCV) 
           Site Hyssna Brunsberg Nybro (age 15) downy 
DBH 0.21 (10.6%) 0.09 (7.1%) 0.31 (8.7%) 
FBH 0.44 (2.4%) 0.39 (45.4%) 0.32 (22.7%) 
GA 0.20 (31.0%) 0.21 (51.9%) 0.20 (18.0%) 
Pilo 0.53 (5.8%) 0.48 (7.1%) 0.60 (3.3%) 
AV 0.05 (0.6%) 0.30 (1.6%) 0.33 (1.5%) 
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4.3.2 Genetic correlations 

4.3.2.1 Genotypic correlations between traits (Paper I and II) 

Genotypic correlations between traits can be negative or positive in direction, 
but whether they are detrimental or beneficial will depend on the breeding 
objectives. For the traits and correlations of interest (Table 7), few were 
consistent and large. It would be unfavourable for an increase in DBH to have 
a genetically correlated decrease in wood traits, but here these correlations were 
inconsistent and low to moderate. In other studies, DBH had an unfavourable 
genotypic correlation with wood density −0.53 (Stener & Hedenberg, 2003) and 
0.71 with Pilo (Baliuckienė & Baliuckas, 2006) in silver birch. Size traits are 
generally favourably correlated; so improving DBH should result in improved 
height. For processors who must debark birch, or are hoping to extract betulin 
from the white bark, it may be desirable to reduce FBH. The genotypic 
correlation between FBH and DBH was consistently positive, so unfortunately 
breeding for larger trees could increase FBH. Likewise, an unfavourable 
correlation exists between GA and DBH so larger progeny will likely have 
worse GA. There was a small negative genotypic correlation between Pilo and 
AV, so an increase in AV could actually improve hardness. 
 

Table 7: Genotypic correlations between traits by site. 

Traits 
        Site 

 
Hyssna 

 
Brunsberg 

 
Nybro (age 15) downy 

DBH+FBH 0.37 0.25 0.32 
DBH+Pilo −0.34 0.02 0.45 
DBH+GA 0.99 0.49 0.50 
DBH+AV −0.11 0.04 NA 
Pilo+GA −0.18 −0.04 −0.11 
Pilo+AV −0.12 −0.10 −0.82 
GA+AV −0.46 −0.07 0.35 
Hyssna and Brunsberg were age 19 silver birch 

 

4.3.2.2 Genetic correlations between sites (Paper I) 

The genetic correlations between Hyssna and Brunsberg were high for silver 
birch straightness (0.82), FBH (0.67) and the NDT values; grain angle (0.96), 
Pilo (0.82), and AV (1.00). This suggests the best families from one site will 
also be superior at the other site, but a larger range of sites would prove if this 
was consistent. It also indicates low G×E interactions for the traits studied. 
Previously, Stener and Jansson (2005) reported a similar result for stem size and 
form measurements across a range of birch sites, suggesting that in south 
Sweden few sites are needed to assess genotype and family performance. Unlike 
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in their study, here genetic correlations between sites were low for DBH 
measurements (0.35-0.47) which suggests site or climatic factors had a larger 
influence on performance than genetic factors. 

4.4 Improvement through management 

4.4.1 Selection based on phenotypic relationships 

Selection could be used by breeders to select plus-trees, during forest 
assessment (trees to thin or keep), or to separate stands by likely end product 
suitability. The relationships observed between FBH and other properties could 
be investigated further, since unless it relates to measurement errors there may 
be some other underlying relationship. For example, Viherä-Aarnio and Velling 
(2017) found a difference in birch bark thickness which related to the latitude 
of origin. The significance of FBH could also be an artefact, caused by making 
multiple comparisons and random chance. Even the correlations in Table 8 
should be treated with caution, since despite having a large sample size they 
were not validated on an independent dataset.  

 
Table 8: Key phenotypic correlations from the four sites. 

Correlated traits 
                  Site 

 
Hyssna & 
Brunsberg 

 
Nybro  
(downy & silver) 

 
Asa  
(plot & buffer) 

DBH+FBH 0.53 & 0.51 0.49 & 0.66 Not measured 
DBH+Density 0.04 & −0.29 0.07 & NA NA & −0.17 
DBH+AV 0.00 & −0.11 0.25 & 0.38 0.46 & 0.40 
Itrax+Pilo −0.36 & −0.46 −0.64 & NA Not measured 
AV+fibre lengthϕ Not measured 0.56 & 0.69  Not measured 

ϕOuter fibre length used 
 
In Paper II, a correlation was observed between AV and fibre length, as 

observed for B. platyphylla (Erdene-Ochir, Ishiguri, Nezu, Tumenjargal, 
Baasan, et al., 2020). A separate study of B. platyphylla families reported 
heritability for fibre length of 0.28 (Liang et al., 2018), while for silver birch 
clones (Stener & Hedenberg, 2003) the heritability was 0.68, however GCV was 
around 5% and so selecting for this trait may be difficult. It may be the low 
GCV observed in Papers I and II is due to AV relating to fibre length, and 
perhaps birch fibre length has low genetic variation.  

There was also a correlation between Itrax average density and Pilo in both 
genetics papers (0.36-0.64), and this could be improved by ignoring the 
innermost rings. Pilo being an indirect measure of hardness, and the imperfect 
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correlation (0.54-0.78) between hardness and wood density (Heräjärvi, 2004b; 
Möttönen et al., 2004), may also explain why DBH and Pilo were poorly 
correlated, while Itrax density and ring width were significantly related in Paper 
III (Table 9). “Nybro” was a significant model term but the site’s effect was 

confounded with “age” or an interaction between “age” and “year”. 
 

Table 9: Parameter estimates for density and acoustic velocity (AV) models. 

Paper and Model numbers Independent variables 
Dependent variable A binary factor Growth (mm) 

Paper III Model 5: Itrax density Nybro: −31.43* RW: −7.92* 
Paper III Model 5: AV  DBH: 0.56 ns 
Paper IV Model 1ϕ and 5: AV 50% birch: −32.91 ns DBH ϕ: −2.83* 
Nilsson et al. (2021) Model 1: 
Wood density 

Unfertilized: 45.52* RW: −7.44* 

By source, Paper, and Model number. Significant (*) or not significant (ns) at α = 0.05 
Additional paper is Nilsson et al. (2021) study on the effects of fertilizer on birch wood formation 

 
There is likely an interaction between birch growth rate, site conditions, and 

wood formation (Luostarinen et al., 2017a). It seems that the variation in wood 
density may be better explained by regional differences in birch growth rate 
(ring width) than by site conditions, provided establishment method, material, 
and age are similar. In Nilsson et al. (2021), the fertilized birch had faster growth 
rates and had a lower average age than the unfertilized birch. The reduction in 
wood density as ring width increased in the fertilized stems was less obvious 
than in the unfertilized stems, so nutrients alongside growth rate affect stem 
wood density. No information about the age of the tree, the location or height 
within tree, and the site nutrient status could make ring width a poor predictor 
of wood density where log loads are combined; at the mill for instance. It is also 
likely that the benefits of faster growth outweigh the minor reduction in wood 
density (Dunham, Cameron, & Petty, 1999). 

Ring width is a good candidate variable for predicting birch wood density 
since growth rate can be easily measured on cut log faces, estimated from 
inventory measurements, or potentially related to vegetation indices. Other 
studies also reported a negative correlation between ring width and wood 
density (Dunham et al., 1999; Liepiòð & Rieksts-Riekstiòð, 2013), yet here 
there was a large degree of control and models were at the ring-level. With 
cambial age (ring number) accounted for, ring width was still negatively related 
to ring density (Figure 22).  
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Figure 22: Itrax ring width against wood density for Hyssna, Brunsberg, and Nybro. Linear 
trend-lines with shaded 95% confidence intervals are coloured by ring number (age). 

In contrast, for Paper I the correlations between DBH and Itrax density were 
low (Brunsberg −0.29 and Hyssna 0.04) and Pilo had a low correlation with 
DBH (below 0.2). DBH and AV were slightly related at Nybro (Paper II) and 
Asa (Paper IV), despite a low correlation for Hyssna and Brunsberg and an 
insignificant model term for DBH (Table 9). Stem straightness had significant 
p-values in most AV models (Paper III and IV), however it is possible that AV 
was affected by fibre deviations or reflects other internal defects associated with 
low straightness stems. Although not observed in the younger material, faster 
growth for birch can be related to lower wood density, stiffness and strength 
(Dunham et al., 1999), so a relationship between DBH and AV is unsurprising, 
although between sites and studies it was inconsistent. 

From this, the best candidate variables for predicting NDT or wood trait 
performance seem to be: growth rate, DBH, straightness, and potentially FBH, 
which was sometimes correlated with DBH. Although these studies were 
mainly on young stands, a study of 54-year-old B. platyphylla reported high 
(above 0.8) correlations between inner-wood (core wood) and outer-wood 
density (Erdene-Ochir, Ishiguri, Nezu, Tumenjargal, Sarkhad, et al., 2020), so 
these early assessments could be related to later performance. Further work is 
needed, but management activities could target stem wood traits (measured with 
NDT or assumed) for specific end products in young stands. 
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4.4.2 Differences between sites and birch species 

It was difficult to account for variation due to site and age given the limited 
range of material available for this thesis work. It was fortunate that the first 
three sites were planted at the same stocking and spacing in the same manner 
(containerised seedlings). There were differences in average values between 
sites, and birch growth rate was higher further south, as expected due to longer 
growing seasons. Few managed birch stands have been assessed for solid wood 
properties in Sweden, so despite a limited range of sites, Paper III used one of 
the largest consistently established and measured samples in Sweden. The 
slightly younger Nybro site had similar radial trends, but significantly different 
wood density estimates to either Hyssna or Brunsberg, and also included downy 
birch stems. Likewise, models for predicting AV had different significant 
variables depending on which site was used to fit the model, although generally 
there were similarities between the sites and species.  

Birch researchers and processers may be pleased to hear that birch species 
did not seem to be a significant predictor for either AV or ring density. It is 
often difficult or impractical to distinguish the two species in field (Llana et al., 
2020) or at sawmills, so it would save time if models can ignore a species term. 
The species differences at Nybro were significant for stem form and grain angle 
measurements, but insignificant for Itrax density, Pilo, AV, and cell dimensions, 
based on t-test results (α = 0.05). The difference in size growth could be reduced 
if site conditions were worse (Hytönen, Saramäki, & Niemistö, 2014) and then 
differences in wood properties should also vary (Luostarinen et al., 2017a). 
Likewise at older ages, or under conditions which increase the proportion of 
rough bark, downy birch may have had greater variation in FBH. Crucially, it 
seems most of the variables which relate to silver birch wood properties also 
relate to downy birch wood properties. AV must either be directly measured or 
better-related variables are needed for predictive models. 

4.4.3 The effect of species mixture (Paper IV) 

There was no control plot of 100% birch to compare treatments for birch since 
the Asa trial was established to study spruce development. There were only two 
treatments which included birch; 20% birch and 50% birch. Forest managers 
may be pleased to know that AV seemed to be largely independent of varying 
spruce or birch proportions. There seemed to be some relationship between AV 
and DBH, so in mixed stands it may be that the stem form reflects management 
history and accounts for any model variation otherwise attributed to treatment. 
In this trial, no effect of species proportion on AV was observed.  

No species-specific competition effects were observed, which could be due 
to limited variation in levels or scale of mixing (Felton et al., 2021). If spruce is 
outcompeting the birches, the growth rate and DBH of birch will likely be lower 
which may also reduce tree health. This could be due to the spruce being planted 
and likely superior to the local genetic material, but it is generally expected that 
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spruce will have higher volume growth than birch (Andreassen & Øyen, 2011; 
Bergh, Nilsson, Kjartansson, & Karlsson, 2010). There are however few studies 
where planted improved birch is considered (Liziniewicz et al., 2022) and 
possibly none which compare improved spruce with improved birch at the same 
site. Birch as a pioneer tends to have high initial growth and struggles when 
shading occurs (Hynynen et al., 2010), due to canopy closure or otherwise. With 
this in mind, it may be that differences due to species mixture proportion could 
be easier to detect in younger stands before thinning, or that a treatment of 100% 
birch would show a significant difference. Maleki, Kiviste, and Korjus (2015) 
found adding species-specific terms did not improve their models of silver birch 
DBH development in Estonia, although in young trees it had some effect. 

If a difference was observed between treatments it could easily be an artefact 
since observations were not truly independent. Birch DBH was significantly 
different between treatments, so treatments were sampled across DBH classes 
and by species. A significant treatment effect could be due to some other factor 
related to the plot condition or management history, and the significance of the 
model terms overestimated due to false independence between observations. No 
observed difference is reassuring as a true difference should be difficult to miss. 
For birch and beech, plot level metrics can be used to study the effects of species 
mixtures (Hynynen, Repola, & Mielikäinen, 2011; Russo et al., 2019) and 
represent the average stand condition. Otherwise, distance dependent 
competition indices can be used to investigate the effects of neighbouring 
species at the individual tree level (Forrester, Benneter, Bouriaud, & Bauhus, 
2017; Maleki et al., 2015). Terrestrial laser scanning had occurred in these plots, 
and if available could have provided these details (Dorji, Annighöfer, Ammer, 
& Seidel, 2019; Metz et al., 2013). Overall, it is possible that a comparison with 
pure birch stands, or the inclusion of distance and size variables, would show a 
species-specific effect of spruce on birch growth and wood properties.  

4.5 Exogenous variables affecting birch wood quality 
Aside from the discussion here, the influence of environmental conditions on 
birch stem form and wood properties was not considered in this thesis. The 
studied sites were in southern Sweden and all considered to be reasonably 
productive sites. Trees at the same site experienced similar conditions so should 
be appropriate for studying the effects of genetics, management, and ring age 
on wood properties. There could be issues due to extreme years or varied 
conditions within stands where this assumption would be violated. False and 
missing year rings can also increase potential errors.  

Climate and site may interact during the growing season, and an example is 
how water can influence wood anatomical characteristics. Birch trees will have 
different cell characteristics depending on cambial age (ring number), water 
uptake needs (Sellin, Rohejärv, & Rahi, 2008), and mechanical support 
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requirements (Xiping Zhao, 2015). At the species level, trees may form more 
larger diameter vessels at the beginning of the growing season to meet an 
increased demand for water (Woodcock, 1994), and this could be why birch is 
sometimes classified as semi-ring porous; has a row of vessels at the beginning 
of the annual ring. It could also partially explain why wider rings are often 
negatively correlated with wood density, if more growth required more or larger 
vessels (pores). Wood density is further affected by the amount of cell wall 
material (Luostarinen et al., 2017a; Luostarinen & Möttönen, 2010; Nilsson et 
al., 2021). For the diffuse-porous species beech, ring width seemed to relate to 
soil water deficit (Bouriaud, Breda, Le Moguedec, & Nepveu, 2004), and water 
availability may limit growth. Other birch wood anatomical characteristics are 
also influenced by age and growth requirements. Increasing fibre length as the 
stem gets larger and older (Bonham & Barnett, 2001; Fabisiak & Helińska-
Raczkowska, 1998; Luostarinen et al., 2009) likely provides additional 
mechanical support; longer fibres should overlap more, improving strength 
(Jajcinovic, Fischer, Hirn, & Bauer, 2016).  

There are clearly a number of interacting factors that influence wood 
anatomical characteristics, and these likely affected the Itrax density profiles. 

4.5.1 Controlled variables 

The genetics trials had material with known parents (or one known parent) and 
some silver birch clones. A similar establishment method across fairly 
homogenous sites should mean that genetics influenced phenotype, i.e. trait 
performance. This is in contrast with the naturally regenerated material where 
age and genotype were less certain, and thinning was performed to maintain the 
species proportion mixtures. In the mature managed stand, thinning criteria has 
influenced the stand’s stem quality as selection was based on size and stem 
form. Another consideration for the silvicultural trial was for stems to be 
uniformly spaced within the plot, and the results therefore represent managed 
self-regenerated birch in a planted spruce stand. Wood properties are seldom 
reported, but previous studies have reported values for birch stem size, form and 
branch attributes, in genetics trials (Stener & Hedenberg, 2003; Stener & 
Jansson, 2005) and mixed-species stands (Hörnsten, 2018; Hytönen et al., 2014; 
Maleki et al., 2015). This thesis work also provided a large dataset of ring wood 
density by age and ring width, from managed stands, which has been a 
limitation in other studies of birch radial density profiles (Dobrowolska et al., 
2020) or growth rate time series (Vanhellemont et al., 2016). Aside from the 
following key exceptions, few Swedish studies with large consistent samples 
report birch wood properties; from stands of improved material (Stener & 
Hedenberg, 2003) with known management history (M. Johansson et al., 2013; 
S. Lundqvist et al., 2013).  
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4.6 Implications of these results 
The results of this work could be applied to manage birch (silviculture and 
breeding) or to better allocate the existing birch resource (Table 10). To increase 
the amount of Swedish birch used for solid wood products, further studies 
should investigate how birch NDT measurements relate to sawn wood traits and 
product performance. The methods used in this thesis allow for validation and 
replication, and could be used to test a range of birch material and sites.  

 
Table 10: Opportunities to apply the methods and results of this thesis to optimise the 

management or allocation of Swedish birch (with timeframe). 

Management activities Resource allocation 
Improvement of wood properties 
though birch breeding (40+ years) 
 Can use NDT tools to assess 

genetics trials or find superior 
birch stems 

 Can have grain angle (maybe 
hardness) as selection criteria 

 Reasonable agreement for wood 
trait performance between sites 

 
Help to establish and manage birch 
stands or mixed stands for solid wood 
properties (20+ years)  
 May not need to worry about the 

distribution of birch within 
conifer stands (tentative) 

 Possible issue with lower AV and 
density if growth rate is higher 

 Straightness positively related to 
AV, so current thinning guides 
may select stiffer birch 

Help to select birch sites and stands 
based on wood properties (20− years) 
 Can use NDT tools to find 

superior birch stems and stands 
 Differences in average wood 

properties between sites, but small 
differences between silver and 
downy birch at the same site 

 Young improved birch wood 
properties meet some wood 
product requirements 

 May need to consider wood 
properties separately (few or small 
relationships) 

 
Improved allocation of birch log loads 
based on expected wood properties 
(Now)  
 Can use NDT tools, visual 

assessment of stem form, and 
assumed site differences 

 
It seems likely that Swedish birch breeders could include wood hardness and 

grain angle as selection criteria in tree breeding programmes. Further work 
should investigate if these NDT measurements relate well to subsequent log and 
sawn wood characteristics, but the tools were easy to use and fairly rapid. AV 
had low genetic variation and so may be harder to improve through breeding. 
Static MOE from mechanical tests may be needed to estimate birch stiffness 
since AV and density, or AV and Pilo, were poorly correlated. It may be that 
AV relates more to birch fibre length, so for the pulp and fibre industry ToF 
measurements may help to select the best birch stands. If fibre length is 
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particularly important, ToF could also be measured for a range of birch 
populations in case it can be improved through breeding. The slightly positive 
genotypic correlation between Pilo and AV means that if selection for Pilo 
occurred, it would be unlikely to reduce AV. The consistently high genotypic 
correlation between grain angle and DBH suggest that increasing volume 
growth could result in worse birch grain angle. This could be problematic if 
improved stands are harvested for solid wood products, so including grain angle 
as a selection criteria would help avoid this unfavourable correlation. 

At least one full rotation is needed to improve birch wood properties through 
breeding; time lag until the improved or selected trees are ready for harvest. For 
genetically improved 27-35-year-old Finnish birch, basic density ranged from 
443-476 kg m−3 depending on the felling season (Möttönen et al., 2004). The 
bred birch had lower density and hardness than mature slow-growing stands, so 
may be less suitable for furniture and flooring. Fortunately, few or low genetic 
correlations were observed between wood and size traits in Paper I and Paper 
II, however other material and sites may have different results (Baliuckienė & 

Baliuckas, 2006; Stener & Hedenberg, 2003). It could become increasingly 
important to consider wood properties alongside volume growth in birch 
breeding programmes, to avoid any unfavourable genetic correlations. 

Processors may be able to use the young improved birch material, or Swedish 
birch from early thinnings, if wood properties meet their product requirements. 
The wood density values in Table 5 are relatively low compared to some of the 
values reported in Table 3, but still within the range of wood density values 
(350-820 kg m−3) for wood species used in EWPs (Heräjärvi et al., 2004). It is 
also worth considering that some of the “Dry density” values in Table 3 were 
for wood at 12-15% MC (Antikainen et al., 2015; Pramreiter, Stadlmann, et al., 
2020). In Pramreiter, Stadlmann, et al. (2020) the average AV for unsorted 
Finnish veneers was 4,371 m s−1, and average MOEdyn and MOE values were 
11.7 GPa and 13.8 GPa respectively. Multiplying wood density by AV2 gave 
mean MOEdyn values: for Asa 9.4 GPa, for Hyssna 7.5 GPa, for Brunsberg 8.0 
GPa, and for Nybro 6.0 GPa for downy birch and 6.2 GPa for silver birch. These 
are likely underestimates since green AV and average basic density were used, 
and MOEdyn may underestimate MOE (Pramreiter, Stadlmann, et al., 2020). 
Heräjärvi (2004a) had density values of 566 and 538 kg m−3 at 12% MC, for 
silver and downy birch respectively, which are closer to the Asa outer density 
values. The subsequent MOE values were 14.5 and 13.2 GPa, however their 
material was over 60 years old (Heräjärvi, 2004a). The values in this thesis for 
stands under 20-years-old are much lower, which is in part due to age, but also 
due to using an average Itrax density and MOEdyn, instead of static MOE: from 
mechanical tests. 

Younger birch may be too small for many processors (Table 4), but the faster 
growth of improved birch could mean stems reach saw log size sooner. It is also 
worth considering that most of the studied wood traits tend to improve as the 
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tree gets older, e.g. grain angle (M. Johansson et al., 2013), density, hardness 
(Heräjärvi, 2004b; Möttönen et al., 2004), stiffness (Heräjärvi, 2004a), and fibre 
length (Bonham & Barnett, 2001) are better in later year rings. It is reasonable 
to assume that the later measurements will be better than any early 
measurements, so if stem wood properties already meet product requirements 
they will continue to so do in the future. This is not the same as the relationship 
between traits, or genetic values, being the same in older stands. There can be 
an interaction between model terms and age so it is the average values or single-
tree values which will likely be similar or improved. For some floor joists a GPa 
of 4-8 may be acceptable (Kliger, 2000), and the average density for the 
improved birch is already the same as for Norway spruce; around 430 kg m−3 
(Luostarinen & Verkasalo, 2000). NDT tools and early measurements could be 
used to select stems or stands based on desired wood properties: to retain and 
manage, to harvest from thinnings, or to harvest at the end of the rotation. 
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5 Conclusions 

The aim of the present study was to measure Swedish birch wood traits and to 
identify management methods for improving these. Swedish birch is 
predominantly used for pulp and firewood, but the studies included in this thesis 
indicate that some of the traits important for solid wood products can be 
included in birch breeding programmes. These measurements represent some 
of the first NDT measurements on birch genetics trials, and the genetics trials 
had reasonable heritability estimates for both silver and downy birch hardness 
and grain angle. Few genetic correlations between measurements means 
selection for one trait should not negatively affect another trait. The results of 
this work suggest for the birch material studied, some important solid wood 
traits are under a reasonable degree of genetic control. 

Few managed birch sites exist in Sweden, so this is also one of the largest 
Swedish studies of birch wood properties from stands with known management 
histories. This opportunity allowed for the comparison of silver and downy 
birch grown at a single site, where generally silver birch had better trait 
performance (stem size, wood density, and AV), except downy birch had 
slightly better average grain angle. As for phenotypic relationships, AV and 
fibre length were highly correlated, hardness and density were related, and ring 
width was related to ring density. When attempting to improve relationships 
between variables, no consistent relationship was observed between stem form 
traits and NDT measurements. Other researchers may also appreciate that silver 
and downy birch were not differentiated in the best-fit models for wood trait 
predictions. This work could help forest managers wanting to indirectly assess 
wood properties of managed birch, using related traits like form, growth rate or 
NDT measurements. 

In an older stand, there was an insignificant difference in birch AV between 
two levels of spruce proportion mixture. This site also differs to the genetics 
trials as it was naturally regenerated birch in a planted spruce stand, however 
this may better reflect Swedish conditions since planting birch is rare. The radial 
wood density profiles from young genetics trials showed density was continuing 
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to increase, and based on other studies it is likely the species mixture trial had 
more mature birch wood. Despite differences in age and size, wood moisture 
content generally increased towards the pith from the bark, as wood density 
decreased, for all sites and samples.  

There are two immediate applications for the results of this thesis work: to 
include wood traits as birch breeding objectives and to select birch stems based 
on likely wood properties. From the perspective of tree breeding, other 
populations will likely have different values for wood trait heritability and 
variation, or there may be G×E interactions at other sites. Here, the use of NDT 
tools could make it easier to include wood properties as selection criteria in 
birch breeding programmes. When selecting trees based on their anticipated 
wood properties, differences were observed between sites and ages but there 
were only small differences between birch species at the same site. From 
naturally regenerated birch, selection of stands could focus more on external 
stem characteristics as these seemed to better relate to the measured wood 
properties than species proportion mixture. As log grading already focusses on 
visual assessment, the unfavourable relationship between AV and DBH may be 
of interest to processors aiming to select stems or stands with stiffer wood. 

Although meeting an immediate need for studies of birch wood properties 
from managed stands, a key limitation with this work is the lack of sites. The 
tools and techniques applied in this thesis work can be used in further studies. 
These results will be of interest to forest managers who want to breed birch, or 
select birch stands, for solid wood products.  
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6 Future research 

The methods and tools in this thesis can be applied by other researchers, to 
assess other birch populations or broadleaved species for traits important for 
solid wood production. Replications or large-scale surveys could help validate 
the identified phenotypic relationships, but could also aim to quantify the effects 
of site or climatic gradients on wood properties. Where studies of breeding 
populations have high heritability values and genetic variation, the NDT tools 
could be used as assessment criteria in tree improvement programmes. Further 
work should also test the relationship between assessed values and end-product 
value, to determine how the NDT values relate to sawn wood performance. The 
financial value of any end product improvements could also be quantified, to 
ensure the cost of improvement activities will not exceed the management costs. 

One area I would like to briefly speculate on is the proportion of rough brown 
bark. As well as relating to growth rate and damage, rough fissured bark height 
was easy to assess visually and could negatively relate to the amount of betulin 
in the stem. There is a potentially unfavourable relationship between rough bark 
proportion and wood quality, but I also heard that where a stem is almost 
completely covered in rough bark it may be a sign of flame grained wood. The 
general belief is that silver birch will have more rough bark, and I was told that 
silver birch also tends to have more diamond shaped fissures, than downy birch. 
If these are true relationships, the contrast between rough fissured bark and 
smooth white bark is sometimes high enough to use colour thresholds to 
separate the two areas; from a brief trial with ImageJ (Schneider, Rasband, & 
Eliceiri, 2012) version 1.52j. If a colour threshold could also be used to measure 
branch scar occurrence and shape, with some level of automation, a large 
amount of information about stem bark characteristics could be obtained from 
a single image, which would then be related to log characteristics. 
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